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ABSTRACT 
 

Farmer knowledge exchange about climate change adaptation 

 in the Peterborough region of Southern Ontario  

 

Indra Noyes 

 

 
Agricultural adaptation is a significant component of the larger challenge humans face in 

adapting to the impacts of climate change. There are extensive studies of agricultural adaptation, 

however little is known about how farmers in Ontario share knowledge about effective 

adaptation practices. This qualitative research study contributes to the understanding of the 

educational context within which Ontario farmers meet the demands of extreme weather on their 

farms. The research investigates how farmers exchange knowledge about climate change 

adaptation. Eight semi-structured interviews were conducted in the context of a grounded theory 

research approach and coded according to the systematic design. Results suggest that knowledge 

transfer is two-fold: farmers adapt to stresses through experimentation and engage in knowledge 

exchange through informal and non-institutional formal education. This study outlines the 

mechanisms by which adaptation and knowledge transfer occur. Implications of the research are 

discussed in relation to academic literature and policy. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction  
 

 

Introduction 
 

Problem Statement 
 

Understanding how farmers adapt to the challenges of a changing climate is critical to the 

continued thriving of the agricultural sector in Ontario. It is widely recognized that climate 

change is having, and will continue to have, major impacts on global food security (Wheeler & 

Von Brain, 2013). Climate science indicates that the global climate has warmed by one degree 

Celsius from 1880 to the present with profound impacts on vulnerable eco-systems (Urban et al., 

2016). The trend of increased global temperatures and associated biosystem disruption is well 

documented in the IPCC assessment reports1. As we move through the twenty first century it is 

expected that the weather systems of the world will be increasingly variable and extreme 

(Mortsch & Quinn, 1996; Smit et al, 2000; Garcia et al., 2016). Farming is situated in a unique 

relationship with climate. On the one hand farming, by its nature, is dependent on and vulnerable 

to fluctuations in weather and climate conditions. On the other hand, different farming practices 

have been shown to exacerbate or mitigate anthropogenic impacts on climate (Lal, 2004; Murray 

et al., 2016; Paustian et al, 2016). The close relationship between climate and agriculture has 

been widely recognized by scientists (Stevanović et al., 2016) and policy makers (Lemmen & 

Warren, 2004). Some parts of the world are seeing the early effects of climate change more 

immediately and severely than others (Friedrich et al., 2016). Consequently, there is a large body 

of research into the details of specific climate-responsive agricultural practices, particularly in 

                                                 
1 “Each of the last three decades has been successively warmer at the Earth’s surface than any preceding 

decade since 1850” (IPCC, 2013, pg. 5) 
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the more vulnerable ecosystems and geographies. In Ontario also, agricultural adaptation and 

climate change mitigation are thriving fields of research (Bryant et al., 2000). Surprisingly, there 

appears to be little research on how farmers in Ontario are sharing knowledge about adaptation 

strategies2. This research study is a contribution to a growing understanding of climate change 

adaptation practices with a focus on the informal educational context within which rural Ontario 

farmers share knowledge about climate change adaptation. 

 

Outline of Introduction 
 

In this introduction, I will provide an overview of the larger context in which agricultural 

adaptation operates. It will begin with a discussion about the current research on agriculture and 

climate change, looking at the impact of agriculture on climate, how a changing climate is 

expected to impact agriculture, and research on adaptation. To follow, the current state of 

agriculture in Ontario will be outlined, focusing on statistics and trends at large, as well as the 

policy environment. Finally, I will turn to the research about knowledge exchange of agricultural 

adaptation strategies globally. This will provide an introduction to contextualise the present 

research and frame the discussion about research results.  

 

                                                 
2 See Appendix E, literature search, for an overview of current publications on the topic of Ontario farmer 

education of agricultural adaptation  
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Climate Change and Agriculture 

 

The Impact of Climate on Agriculture 

Introduction to Climate Science 

When considering the interaction of climate change and agriculture in Ontario it is important to 

first establish a foundational understanding of the current state of climate science as a whole. The 

field of climate science and climate change modeling is vast, technical, and profoundly 

complicated. The scientific details of climate science and climate change modeling are beyond 

the scope of this research study. However, a high-level overview may provide some insight into 

what the current state of knowledge about on-going and predicted changes to the climate may 

mean for the agricultural industry. Thus, I will provide a summary of the findings from the 2017 

US Global Change Research Program Climate Science Special Report (USGCRP, 2017). Even 

though the report’s primary focus is the current state of climate science as it pertains to the 

United States of America, it is a sufficiently scientifically rigorous, contemporary, 

comprehensive, and accessible overview to ground this research in the current state of 

understanding of climate change3. Furthermore, the challenge of climate change is inherently 

global and, consequently, US-specific findings are based on data relevant for the international 

and Canadian context. A common confusion in discussing climate change is to focus on 

individual weather events only, thereby pointing to a particular weather event in order to negate 

discussions about climate change in general. It is important to keep in mind that the study of 

                                                 
3 The Global Change Research Program has been gathering, monitoring, and publishing data on climate 

change since 1986. It is a government mandated climate science initiative comprised of 13 federal 

departments and agencies, including leading scientific experts in the field. The source data of the report 

originates in peer reviewed scientific research and census data. (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 2) 
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climate is the study of long-term weather patterns (usually 30 years of weather) in a particular 

region (Gutro, 2017). Thus, the focus is on long-term trends and how they manifest in weather 

over time.  

Climate change refers to the rise in global temperature and associated causes and 

consequences: “Long-term temperature observations are among the most consistent and 

widespread evidence of a warming planet. […] Sixteen of the warmest years on record for the 

globe occurred in the last 17 years (1998 was the exception)” (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 13). The 

USGCRP report states that it is “extremely likely”4 that human activity is the cause for the global 

rise in temperature and associated changes in climate that are being observed globally 

(USGCRP, 2017, pg. 14). As per the USGCRP (2017) report, observed changes include: 

• Increased global average temperatures (1°C to date) (see Image 1 below) including 

surface, atmospheric, and oceanic temperature rises with a broad range of impacts on sea 

levels (rise of 7-8 inches to date), ocean acidification, melting glaciers, decrease in 

snowpack, and increase in record high temperatures (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 10, pg. 13) 

 

                                                 
4 Defined as “95%-100% likely” (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 7) 
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Image  1 - Global Surface Temperatures (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 13) 
 

 

• Changes in frequency and severity of extreme weather events with a recorded increase in 

the intensity and length of heatwaves and heavy rainfall events and regional changes to 

extreme snowfall events (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 11, pg. 18) 

• Large forest fires occur more frequently, burn longer, and cover larger areas (USGCRP, 

2017, pg. 11) 

• Ocean temperatures and ocean levels are rising, and oceans are becoming more acid, as 

oceans have absorbed 93% of excess heat caused by greenhouse gas emissions since the 

mid-20th century (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 11, pg. 25). This has profound implications for 

global ocean circulation (such as the Gulf Stream) and far reaching consequences on 

continental weather (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 11, pg. 27).  

• A shift in seasons has been recorded, with an earlier onset of spring and less snowfall 

resulting in an impact on water resources and an overall decrease in soil moisture 

(USGCRP, 2017, pg. 11, pg. 22) 

• The impact of rising global temperatures is not distributed equally across the planet – 

some areas are experiencing the effects of climate change more severely than others 

(USGCRP, 2017, pg. 23). Climate change in the Artic and Alaska is progressing much 

more quickly (twice as fast) than global climate change resulting in enormous loss of sea 

ice (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 28/29) 

• There is a large and significant change in global airflow and associated changes in 

planetary weather systems beyond natural climatic variations through El Nino and La 

Nina, resulting in a shift in winter storm tracks (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 21) 
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• As the earth’s climate and weather systems are entering an age of unprecedented change 

there is a significant and increasing possibility for unexpected and unforeseen changes 

occurring as systems’ interactions evolve (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 32). 

Alongside measuring changes to date, the USGCRP (2017) report also discusses predictions 

of future scenarios. Future predictions range vastly in the severity of change, depending on 

predicted future greenhouse gas emissions. Consequently, climate models are presented in a 

range, to illustrate scenarios based on short-term changes in human greenhouse gas emission 

levels (see Image 2 below). Current increases or reductions in greenhouse gas emissions will 

have a large and long-lasting impact on future climate (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 33).  

 
 

Image 2 – Projected Global Temperatures (USGCRP, 2017, pg.16) 

 

Climate Change Impact on Agriculture 

 

How do the aforementioned changes in climate impact agriculture? Again, there is a large body 

of scientific research invested in answering different aspects of this question. Understanding the 

impact of a changing climate is revealed by highly technical and complex studies. Though the 
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scientific details are beyond the scope of this research, some broader trends and impacts have 

been reported that are relevant to this research project. Whereas there is a largely unanimous 

opinion about the effects of global temperature increases (represented by far-reaching coalitions 

of scientists and experts, such as USGCRP and the IPCC), there appears to be more of a debate 

about the impact of climate change on agriculture. Specifically, the debate focuses on whether a 

shift in climactic zones will result in higher yields for northern production zones, such as 

Ontario. It is possible to find scientific crop yield climate impact models, such as He et al. (2017) 

that predict an increase in winter wheat crop yield of up to 39.5% in Ontario. Simultaneously, 

there are crop yield models, such as Asseng et al. (2015), that predict a global wheat crop yield 

decline of 6%. Both of these crop yield predictions operate with different degrees warming 

estimates. The debate about whether climate change will have a positive or negative effect on 

crop yield has generated substantial research. A meta-analysis of this body of research published 

by Challinor et al (2014) indicates that this may be a false debate, as yield gains and losses are 

dependent on the timeframe in consideration. The meta-analysis argues that there is evidence that 

climate change will result in short-term global crop yield gains, but as we follow projections 

further into the future these yield gains are expected to change to yield losses (Challinor et al, 

2014). Considering that future estimates of global yield are vastly complex it is also interesting 

to keep in mind that different geographies will be and are impacted by climate change 

differently. Even within a relatively small geographic area, such as Ontario, “the impacts of 

climate change on agriculture will vary depending on precipitation changes, soil conditions, and 

land use” (Lemmen & Warren, 2004, pg. 6). Given the large room for debate in climate impact 

modeling, I will focus on agreed-upon scientific findings as much as possible. What follows is an 
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overview of the USGCRP (2017) report as it pertains to agriculture, followed by a review of the 

literature regarding the impact of climate change on agriculture.   

One section of the 2017 US Global Change Research Program Climate Science Special 

Report (USGCRP, 2017) is focused specifically on how the climactic changes resulting from 

increased global temperature may impact agriculture in the United States. According to this 

report key factors to consider are: 

• “Northward shift of plant hardiness zones as a result of longer growing seasons and 

overall temperature increase” (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 286). This might open up the 

possibility of introducing new agricultural crops in parts of Ontario and expanding 

southern Ontario crops to the north. However, aside from temperature there are many 

other factors within the biogeochemistry of ecosystems that contribute to plant yield and 

there is some consideration that climactic shifts may result in “phenological asynchrony” 

(timing mismatch of pollinators, for example) which would prevent crops from thriving 

(USGCRP, 2017, pg. 286). 

• “A longer growing season could allow for the diversification of cropping systems or allow 

multiple harvests within a growing season” (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 286). If farmers adapt 

and are agile in their agricultural practices they may be able to plan for additional plant 

growth cycles within one growing season. However, a complication arises from the fact 

that an increase of frost-free days is being measured outside of the growing season 

(USGCRP, 2017, pg. 285), i.e. there is an increase in frost-free days in winter, more-so 

than in the shoulder seasons. Thus, extended growing seasons may be a more complex 

adaptation challenge than simply adding days to the shoulder seasons. 
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• The impact of climate change on agriculture varies greatly by location, especially with 

regard to access to water. “Precipitation extremes put pressure on agricultural soil and 

water assets and lead to increased irrigation, shrinking aquifers, and ground subsidence” 

(USGCRP, 2017, pg. 285). Consequently, impact modeling must take into consideration 

rainfall patterns, groundwater, soil moisture, etc. and how these factors are anticipated to 

change over time. As a result of bioregional variability global impacts of climate change 

are complex to predict.  

• “Increased temperature and reduced precipitation increase wildfire risk and susceptibility 

of terrestrial ecosystems to pests and disease” (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 50). With fewer days 

consistently and consecutively reaching threshold low temperature there is a decrease in 

winter die off of pests. And with the shift of hardiness there is an increased spread of 

invasive species (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 50). 

• Extreme weather events such as prolonged drought, unusually severe rainfall, prolonged 

rainfall leading to flooding, are inherently destructive to the growth of crops. Furthermore, 

the timing of extreme weather events can disrupt biophysical feedback systems leading to 

long-term impacts (USGCRP, 2017, pg. 287) 

In building a nuanced and contextualized understanding of the study of climate change impact 

on agriculture I have found Blanc & Reilly’s (2017) meta-analysis Approaches to assessing 

climate change impacts on agriculture: an overview of the debate very helpful. The authors 

summarize issues of debate in this particular field of study highlighting that different data 

sources and analysis methods yield vastly different impact estimates (Blanc & Reilly, 2017, pg. 

254). The article goes into depth on the three methodological approaches that have developed in 

measuring the impact of climate change on agriculture. These approaches are “panel data 
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analyses, cross-sectional analysis, and agro-economic analysis” (Blanc & Reilly, 2017, pg. 248). 

The authors then provide an overview on how these different research methods contribute to 

common topics of debate in the literature on climate change impact on agriculture. One 

particularly interesting common limitation identified by Blanc & Reilly (2017) is how different 

research methods deal with the inherent complexity of global agricultural trade and anticipated 

shifts in production in relation to shifting yield. As the impact of climate change on agriculture is 

tied to shifting prices, the stock market and global trade represents a significant unpredictable 

variable in the literature (Blanc & Reilly, 2017). A more relevant (to this thesis) topic of debate 

in the field discussed by the Blanc & Reilly (2017) is that of “weather vs climate”. The debate is 

whether and how the three research methods above measure short term variation in weather vs 

long term changes in climate. The authors focus is the detailed statistical analysis of what is data 

and what is noise when it comes to agricultural data as it relates to climate change. Though the 

debate is interesting, the thesis at hand is founded on the fact that climate manifests as weather, 

and as global temperatures increase, and as the climate changes, extreme weather events occur 

more frequently (see climate change section above). Consequently, farmer interviews focused 

both on shifting seasons (ie. long-term changes in climate) and extreme weather events (ie. 

immediate impact of climate change). The technical details of other debates detailed in Blanc & 

Reilly (2017) are beyond the scope of this research study, however the reader is encouraged to 

seek out this article, should they be interested.  
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Agricultural Mitigation & Adaptation 
 

The Impact of Agriculture on Climate  

 

Agriculture exists in a unique relationship with climate. As outlined above, agriculture is 

vulnerable to the effects of climate change. At the same time, the agricultural sector is one of the 

leading causes for the continued increase in GHG emissions (IPCC, 2014). According to the 

IPCC, which groups agriculture into the category of Agriculture, Forestry, and Other Land Use 

(AFOLU), 24% of GHG emissions are produced by this sector. This is the second largest GHG 

emitting sector after the energy sector (Electricity and Heat Production), which accounts for 25% 

of GHG emissions. Specifically, “The AFOLU sector accounts for about a quarter of net 

anthropogenic GHG emissions mainly from deforestation, agricultural emissions from soil and 

nutrient management and livestock (medium evidence, high agreement)” (IPCC, 2014, pg. 24). 

Furthermore, “the agricultural sector is the largest contributor to global anthropogenic non-CO2 

GHGs, accounting for 56% of emissions in 2005 (U.S. EPA, 2011)” (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 822). 

Given that CO2 emissions are considered a natural part of the plant growth cycle, and 

consequently not measured as the AFOLU’s impact on GHG emissions it is particularly 

important to consider agriculture in climate change mitigation (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 822). The 

impact of the agricultural sector also grows when considering GHG emissions from farming 

machinery, that are counted under the energy and not the AFOLU sector (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 823). 

For a detailed graph of the sources of GHG emissions by sector see Image 3 below. Further 

details of the mechanisms by which agriculture contributes to GHG emissions will be discussed 

in the following section on mitigation and adaptation.  
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Image  3– GHG Emissions by Economic Sector (IPCC, 2014, pg. 9). Agriculture is a component 

of “AFOLU” Agriculture, Forestry, and Other Land Uses, which comprises 24% of all GHG 

emissions, the second largest source after the energy sector. 

 

Agricultural Mitigation  

 

While being particularly vulnerable to the climate, and a major contributor to anthropogenic 

climate change, the agriculture sector also contains substantial mitigation and adaptation 

potential. The IPCC definitions of adaptation and mitigation, as published in IPCC (2007), are as 

follows: 

• “Mitigation: An anthropogenic intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of 

greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2001a). 
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• Adaptation: Adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or expected 

climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities 

(IPCC, 2001a)” (IPCC, 2007). 

Thus, there are agricultural interventions that reduce the amount of GHG that are emitted into 

the atmosphere in the farming process, or that increase the ability for agricultural landscapes to 

store GHG. This is referred to as “mitigation”. At the same time, as the effect of climate change 

become more evident, and we understand more about what the climate future may hold, farmers 

change farming practices to respond to present and/ or future pressures. This is referred to as 

“adaptation”. According to the IPCC report, agricultural adaptation and mitigation policies must 

occur in concert (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 817). The rational being both increased impact through 

comprehensive policy as well as inherent co-dependency: “Mitigation and adaptation in land-

based ecosystems are closely interlinked through a web of feedbacks, synergies, and tradeoffs” 

(IPCC, 2014b, pg. 845)5. Furthermore, the report recognizes the inherent uncertainty of 

mitigation and forecasting referenced in previous sections: “The size and regional distribution of 

future mitigation potential is difficult to estimate accurately because it depends on a number of 

inherently uncertain factors” (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 817). Consequently, it is important to keep in 

mind that some of the mitigation and adaptation literature we are engaging with is science-based 

speculation, which is vitally important, if we are going to find ways to reduce our impact and 

adapt to the changing climate.  

The IPCC identifies two forms of mitigation: supply-side and demand-side: “Greenhouse 

gases can be reduced by supply-side mitigation options (i.e., by reducing GHG emissions per 

                                                 
5 For a detailed analysis of the relationship between mitigation and adaptation see Klein, et al (2007) 

Inter-relationships between adaptation and mitigation (publication details in reference section). 
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unit of land / animal, or per unit of product), or by demand-side options (e.g., by changing 

demand for food and fibre products, reducing waste)” (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 829). This study is a 

focus on the supply-side mitigation options only. Smith et al (2013) argue that demand-side 

interventions have a more unambiguous impact, as they reduce demand for high GHG emitting 

crops, such as cattle and rice. Regardless, given the pivotal role farmers play in the food system, 

and the importance of reducing GHG emissions by every means possible, there is value in 

continued study of supply-side mitigation. Interestingly there is quite a bit of uncertainty and 

debate about the scientific details of the impact of demand-side mitigation strategies. For 

example, the soil as a carbon sink is a major focus of agricultural mitigation strategies. Paustian 

et al (2016) found in their meta-analysis of this subject that “although proven practices exist, the 

implementation of soil-based greenhouse gas mitigation activities are at an early stage and 

accurately quantifying emissions and reductions remains a substantial challenge” (Paustian et 

al, 2016, pg. 49). Consequently, one can find studies arguing about the effectiveness of soil 

carbon sequestration techniques, such as no-till agriculture, being either insufficiently 

researched or it’s importance being overstated (Powlson et al., 2004). Though there may be 

some argument about the finer details, it is incontrovertible that land-use practices impact the 

carbon embedded in the soil (Guo & Gifford, 2002). As a landscape’s use changes from native 

forest to field crop there is a 42% reduction in soil carbon, a 59% reduction if the land-use 

shifts from pasture to crop, and an increase of 18% when land is shifted from crops to 

plantation (Guo & Gifford, 2002). This is interesting research about larger agricultural shifts, 

should a farmer be considering substantial changes to their farming operation. However, it 

provides little insight into how agricultural practices within one category might impact soil 

carbon. There are a multitude of studies that study carbon mitigation potentials of particular 
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agricultural practices. These studies identify manure management, water management, agro-

forestry, and soil and pasture management as particularly important agricultural supply-side 

mitigation foci (Lal, 2004; Smith et al, 2008; Vergé et al, 2007). According to the IPCC “The 

main mitigation options within AFOLU involve one or more of three strategies: reduction / 

prevention of emissions to the atmosphere by conserving existing carbon pools in soils or 

vegetation that would otherwise be lost or by reducing emissions of CH4 and N2O; sequestration 

- enhancing the uptake of carbon in terrestrial reservoirs, and thereby removing CO2 from the 

atmosphere; and reducing CO2 emissions by substitution of biological products for fossil fuels or 

energy-intensive products” (IPCC, 2014b 2014, pg. 820). There has also been a recent shift in 

the field from studying mitigation in terms of per-animal per-area options to increased farming 

efficiencies (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 829). According to the IPCC the main agricultural sources of 

GHG are enteric fermentation (animals digesting feed), manure, synthetic fertilizer, and rice 

(IPCC, 2014b, pg. 824). “All three databases agree that that enteric fermentation and agricultural 

soils represent together about 70% of total emissions, followed by paddy rice cultivation (9–

11%), biomass burning (6–12%) and manure management (7–8%). If all emission categories are 

disaggregated, […] the largest emitting categories after enteric fermentation (32–40% of total 

agriculture emissions) are manure deposited on pasture (15%) and synthetic fertilizer (12%), 

both contributing to emissions from agricultural soils” (IPCC, 2014b, pg.823). Consequently, the 

category of animal husbandry is the largest agricultural contributor to GHG emissions.  

Alongside these broader emission and mitigation data the IPCC (2014b) report contains a 

detailed list of recommended agricultural practices that would reduce anthropogenic GHG 

emissions from the AFOLU sector. The reader is encouraged to seek out the full list in the report, 

as it is not necessary to reproduce it in its entirety here. A few highlights include: 
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- A focus on developing different varieties of crops that enable more intensive agriculture 

so that higher yielding land crops reduce the land mass pressure of agriculture; 

- Grazing lands management through fire management, deep rooting grasses, fodder 

production, etc.; 

- Reduce enteric fermentation through improved animal feed and feed additives; 

- Improved water management both in terms of irrigation, and run off management. 

As mentioned above, it is beyond the scope of this paper to detail all possible mitigation 

strategies proposed by the scientific community. Suffice it to say, that there is a large body of 

research, backed by scientific evidence, about specific agricultural practices that farmers can 

draw on to reduce the GHG emissions of their farm.  

 

Agricultural Adaptation to Climate Change  

 

Over time the effects of the rising global temperature have become more apparent. With the 

changing climate, researchers have shifted focus from mitigation to both mitigation and 

adaptation studies, as we face ever new challenges with extreme weather events, erratic rainfall, 

shifting seasons, and new pest pressures. The IPCC (2014b) report argues that adaptation and 

mitigation strategies are inextricably linked. According to the report, mitigation strategies 

frequently act as adaptation strategies and vice versa. For example, many soil carbon 

sequestration techniques have the side effect of transforming the soil to able to better retain 

moisture, and withstand erosion and extreme weather events (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 846). The 

adaptation technique of increased crop diversification, in turn, has been shown to reduce the 

GHG emissions (IPCC, 2014b, pg. 847). I will not provide a comprehensive list of possible 

agricultural adaptation strategies here, as there are many and they are readily accessible to the 
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reader elsewhere6. The focus of this research study is the educational context of adaptation, not 

the scientific validity, variety and impact of adaptation options. 

When considering adaptation strategies, there exist two types of approaches to 

adaptation: incremental and transformational (Kates et al., 2012; Rickards & Howden, 2012). 

Under this classification system the adaptation definition and examples presented by the IPCC 

can be classified as incremental, in that they focus on “adjustment in natural or human systems” 

(IPCC, 2007)7.  Transformational adaptation in turn is defined as “major, purposeful action 

undertaken at the farm or supra-farm level in response to potential or actual climate change 

impacts and opportunities in the context of other drivers” (Rickards & Howden, 2012, pg. 240). 

A necessary pre-condition to motivate the large-scale changes to agricultural practices that 

transformational adaptation entails is a particular identifiable vulnerability of a particular region 

(Kates et al., 2012). Thus, for example, geographies that are particularly vulnerable to drought 

may inspire farmers to adapt transformational approaches, such as transforming cereal 

agriculture fields to farm forestry for carbon sequestration and water capturing (Rickards & 

Howden, 2012, pg.242). Transformational adaptation approaches are larger, more intensive, and 

require more commitment from the adaptation actors than incremental adaptation changes do 

(Kates et al., 2012; Rickards & Howden, 2012).  

 Aside from the scale and depth of adaptation practice, how and why farmers implement 

particular adaptation practices is of particular relevance to this research study. As illustrated 

above, very little research has been conducted into how farmers learn about adaptation options 

and implementation strategies in Ontario. However, there exists a body of research about the 

decision-making process that farmers engage in around adaptation (Risbey et al, 1999; Feola et 

                                                 
6 See IPCC, 2014b, pg. 843-844 for details 
7 See climate change mitigation section above for full definition 
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al., 2015; Møller et al, 2017;). This body of research has created models of decision making in 

farmers adapting to climate change throughout the world, focusing on the variables and 

constraints that hinder and enable adaptation. It is centred around quantitative approaches to 

build the structure of models around human decision making. Møller et al (2017) focused on 

farmers in Ghana, using a statistical modeling methodology to map farmer decision making in 

the uncertain context of climate change. The outcome of the research was a mathematical model 

of optimal decision making designed to forecast future choices based on farmer beliefs (Møller et 

al, 2017, pg. 114). Risbey et al. (1999) developed a model to accommodate time scale 

complexities in agricultural adaptation decision making, showing that adaptive performances are 

frequently over-predicted in decision-making models.  

Frequently the decision-making literature is highly technical and focused on 

mathematical modeling. Within that context I found Feola et al.’s (2015) literature review on 

farmer decision making particularly interesting. The work is a call for interdisciplinary 

approaches to studying farmer behavior to prevent over-simplification of the problem. The 

researchers identified three major topics necessary for shedding light on farmer decision making 

“1) decision-making model; 2) cross-scale and cross-level pressures; and 3) temporal dynamics” 

(Feola et al., 2015, pg. 74). The researchers then established a methodological framework to 

structure interdisciplinary studies. “The framework provides structure to interdisciplinary 

dialogue on farmer behaviour and therefore supports the critical examination of different 

research assumptions underpinning the study of farmer behaviour, which is essential in 

interdisciplinary research” (Feola et al., 2015, pg. 81). It is my hope that the qualitative research 

design chosen for this research study on farmer knowledge exchange about agricultural 

adaptations will shed light from a different angle onto the field of farmer decision making.  
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In any study of change it is very important to keep in mind the constraints of the system. 

Thus, if a farmer cannot access the tools needed to implement a particular adaptation, the will 

and knowledge to do so are impotent. For example, Murray et al. (2016) studied how the 

resource constraints of Malawi farmers impact their ability to adapt to climate change, 

considering whether the farmers will be able to adapt, the farm will decline, or whether the 

farmer will step out of agriculture altogether. Resource constraints in physical hardware, access 

to labour, time, and capacity to access information and educational supports are also a reality for 

Ontario farmers. In shedding light on the educational context of Ontario farmers this research 

study hopes to contribute to the removal of adaptation constraints. In focusing this research in 

Ontario, Canada, it is important to keep in mind that the modern food system is truly 

international. If we consider global food security, it is essential that particularly climate-

vulnerable regions are supported in implementing adaptation. In a meta-analysis of literature on 

climate vulnerability and global agriculture Lobell et al. (2008) identified South Asia and 

southern Africa as regions that are major global agricultural adaptation priorities. It is a reminder 

that, though regional research is important, adapting to and mitigating climate change is 

inherently a global and international challenge. 
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Ontario Agriculture 
 

Introduction 
 

The agriculture sector in Ontario, which is reflective of the larger agricultural sector in Canada, 

has displayed strong and consistent trends of change in the last 40 years or so. Ontario has the 

largest agriculture contingent in Canada with 49.6 thousand farms, followed by Alberta with 40.6 

thousand farms in operation (Statistics Canada, 2016b). Data shows that Ontario trends largely 

parallel Canadian trends. These trends are captured and reported in Statistics Canada reports 

through census data. What follows is an overview of these statistics to enable the reader to 

contextualize the present study and gain an insight into the landscape within which research 

participants operate their farms.  

Canada’s farming population is an ageing population (as illustrated by Image 6 below). 

The average age of the Canadian farmer, which was 54 years in 2011, is now 55 years (Statistics 

Canada, 2016). In the years between these two census data dates there was some growth in the 

population of 25-35 years old, and substantial growth in the population of 60 years and older 

(Statistics Canada, 2016c). The great minority of farmers are in the physical prime of their life in 

which the physical labour of agriculture is easiest (9.1% of farmers are under the age of 35 year).  
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Image 6 – Total number of operators by age group, Canada, 2011 and 2016 (Statistics Canada, 

2016c, pg. 3) 

 

Agriculture continues to be predominately a mixed gender operation in the form of 

family farms. 31% of Canadas farms are operated by men only, 1.6% by women only, and 67.5% 

are mixed gender operations (Statistics Canada, 2016). That being said there is a trend of 

increased number of women farming. When counting the women that are both sole operators and 

part of a family farm: “the proportion of female farm operators increased from 27.4% in 2011 to 

28.7% in 2016, continuing the long-term trend since 1991 when they accounted for 25.7% of 

farm operators” (Statistics Canada, 2016c, pg. 4).  

The number of farmers and farms continues to decrease (See Image 7 below). In the 20 

years between 1991 and 2011 there was a 25% decline in the number of farmers in Canada, a 

number that continued to decline into 2016 (Statistics Canada, 2016b, pg. 2). In the time-period 

2006 – 2011 the number of census farms shrank by 9.2% (Statistics Canada, 2016b). This trend 

continues with a decline of 5.9% between 2011 and 2016 (Statistics Canada, 2016b, pg. 2).  

Ontario reflects the same general trend, though the decline of census farms was slightly smaller 

(4.5%) than the national figure (Statistics Canada, 2016). As the number of farmers shrinks, so 
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does the number of farmers: “From 1971 to 2016, the number of agricultural operations in 

Canada decreased by 47.1% and the total farm area decreased by 6.4%” (Statistics Canada, 

2016b, pg. 8).  

 
Image 7 – Total number of agricultural operations, Canada, 1961 to 2016 (Statistics Canada, 

2016b, pg. 1) 

 

The size of farms continues to increase. “While farm numbers have declined, the average 

area per farm increased from 779 acres in 2011 to an average of 820 acres in 2016” (Statistics 

Canada, 2016b, pg. 2). These trends of decreasing numbers of farmers, decreasing numbers of 

farms, but increasing farm size shows a strong trend of consolidation in which farms are getting 

larger. This trend of consolidation also holds for Ontario which saw an increase of the average 

farm size from 244 acres in 2011 to 249 acres in 2016 (Statistics Canada, 2016, pg. 4), though 

the average farm in Ontario is substantially smaller than the national average.   

Total agricultural lands are decreasing. The total land that is zoned agricultural use 

continues to show a steady decline throughout Canada (Statistics Canada, 2016b, pg.1). In the 

time-period 2011-2016 the total Ontario agricultural land shrank by 2.5% (Statistics Canada, 
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2016, pg. 4). At the same time, the 2016 Census reports an increase of crop land in production 

(as per the title of the report Cropland in Ontario Grows Despite Fewer Farms).  These statistics 

show that as total Ontario crop land continues to shrink, the land that is in agricultural production 

is being farmed more intensively. Lands that had not previously been used for cropping are now 

being used as crop land. Thus, we see a decrease in total farm land and an increase in crop land.  

Increasing age and declining numbers of farmers appears to be a steady trend in Ontario’s 

agricultural landscape, which has caused researchers to state that there is a succession crisis in 

Ontario agriculture. This claim is supported by census data: “Despite the increase in the average 

age, only 1 in 12 operations reported having a formal succession plan laying out how the 

operation will be transferred to the next generation of farmers” (Statistics Canada, 2016b, pg. 1). 

What crops are being grown in Ontario? Soybeans are the single largest crop in 

production in Ontario followed by corn and winter wheat (Statistics Canada, 2016, pg. 3). This is 

reflective of the crop rotation that many large farm operations employ of rotating corn, soy, and 

wheat on their fields. Consequently, the largest agricultural category in Ontario is “oilseed and 

grain” followed by “other crop” and “beef” (Statistics Canada, 2016, pg. 3). Ontario also houses 

two thirds of Canada’s greenhouse vegetable area (Statistics Canada, 2016, pg. 5). Common 

greenhouse vegetables grown in Ontario are tomatoes, peppers, and cucumbers.  

In summary the Ontario agricultural sector shows a trend of consolidation: increasing 

farm size, decreasing number of farms, and decreasing numbers of farmers. The farming 

population is an aging population and not many formal agricultural succession plans are in place. 

Consequently, Ontario’s agriculture could be seen to be in a vulnerable position in the future, as 

farmers age out of farm work and climate change presents increasingly extreme challenges. 
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Interestingly, none of the referenced census reports make any mention of climate change or 

climate related pressures8.  

 

 

Ontario’s Agricultural Climate Change Policy 
 

Both Federal and Ontario Provincial governments have recently issued policy directives and 

reports on the topic of climate change and agriculture9. In July 2017 an agreement between 

federal, provincial, and territorial ministers of agriculture was reached resulting in a new 

agricultural policy called Canadian Agriculture Partnership (CAP) (Government of Canada 

[GC], 2017, pg. 12). Beyond announcing CAP, the federal document does not provide many 

details other than financial commitments to increased bio-energy use in rural and remote 

communities, advancing innovation, and “to reduce GHG emissions, including through enhanced 

carbon storage in forests and agricultural soils” (GC, 2017, pg.44). The federal government relies 

on provincial governments for implementation: “Under the Partnership [CAP], jurisdictions will 

make investments to enhance carbon storage in agricultural soils, generate bioproducts and 

biofuels, and advance research and innovation to support GHG emission reductions in the 

agriculture sector” (GC, 2017, pg.12).  

With the three federal priorities (soil, biofuel, innovation) in mind, we turn to the 

Canadian Agriculture Partnership (CAP) documents for more details. CAP encapsulates a 3-

billion-dollar investment over 5 years at a cost sharing agreement of 60:40 between federal and 

provincial/ territorial governments (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada [AAFD], 2017). It 

                                                 
8 All three reports have 0 occurrences of the words “climate” or “climate change”, though arguably that 

would also be outside of the mandate of census data 

 
9 See reference section [GC] Government of Canada (2017) and [GO] Government of Ontario (2016) 
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replaces the previous 3-billion-dollar 5-year investment called Growing Forward 2, which was 

also an agreement between federal, provincial, and territorial agriculture ministers. The CAP 

program website mentions all sorts of priorities as part of their “Key Departmental Initiatives” 

from marketing, to food safety, with no mention of climate change (Agriculture and Agri-Food 

Canada [AAFD], 2017). As this is a renewed partnership, and programs are being announced in 

April 2018, perhaps more information is to follow. If CAP follows in the footsteps of Growing 

Forward 2 it will prioritize the business development side of the agricultural sector (marketing, 

market development, and risk management) and not directly address climate change adaptation 

or mitigation10. 

With little relevant information to be found in CAP’s publications we turn to the Ontario 

Government and it’s Five Year Climate Change Action Plan 2016-2020 to see whether federal 

agricultural climate change priorities are represented. Interestingly, according to this report the 

Ontario agriculture sector is not nearly as large a GHG emitter as the agriculture sector is 

globally. See Image 4.  

 

 
Image 4 – Emissions Trends 1990-2020 (Forecast). Government of Ontario (2016) 

                                                 
10 See Growing Forward 2 http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/about/growingforward/gf2-

index.htm 
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In 2012 the transport sector in Ontario was responsible for just under 60 Megatonnes of GHG 

emissions (35% or total Ontario emissions), whereas the agriculture sector emitted just over 10 

Megatonnes (6% of emissions) (GO, 2016, pg. 7). It would be interesting to see a comparative 

analysis of data and methods used in the IPCC and Ontario Government calculations to better 

understand the source of this difference. Though not as significantly impactful as globally, 

Ontario agriculture is still the 5th largest source of GHG emissions in Ontario, and consequently 

is worth considering in terms of mitigation strategies. This is especially true as mitigation and 

adaptation are inextricably linked, as argued by the IPCC. The Ontario government identifies 

four priority areas as relates to AFOLU and climate change: 

- “Reduce emissions from waste and move Ontario towards a circular economy” (OG, 

2016, pg. 52). This priority relates primarily to waste management, recycling, and landfills 

and is consequently not relevant to the research study at hand. 

- “Increase our understanding of how agricultural and natural lands emit and store carbon” 

(OG, 2016, pg. 52). As part of this strategy the government aims to “develop a land use 

carbon inventory” aimed at studying how land-use influences the carbon sequestration / 

GHG emission potential of that land (OG, 2016, pg. 52). This priority is a commitment to 

research and data driven policy work.  

- “Maximize carbon storage from agriculture” (OG, 2016, pg. 52).  The mandate of this 

point point is to “develop and implement an Agricultural Soil Health and Conservation 

Strategy” in order to build the long-term health of agricultural soil through soil 

management practices and soil mapping with an eye to future carbon offset markets (OG, 

2016, pg. 52). This point speaks to the federal priority of focusing on agricultural lands as 
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potential carbon sinks. It also highlights the potential for agricultural lands to be used to 

“produce” carbon offset credits, rather than (or as well as) food.  

- “Understand and enhance carbon storage in natural systems” (OG, 2016, pg. 52). The 

policy document outlines specifically that this will be done through expansion of the 

greenbelt, protection of grasslands, far north land use plans, increased tree planting, and 

studying carbon systems. Consequently, this priority refers primarily to the land-use 

aspects of AFOLU. 

- “Update Environmental Assessments to Account for Climate Change” (OG, 2016, pg. 52). 

The purpose of this priority is to include climate change considerations of mitigation and 

adaptation into the Guides and Codes of Practice of the Environmental Assessment Act 

(OG, 2016, pg. 52). This priority is focused on building climate change mitigation and 

adaptation into regulation and environmental assessment procedures.   

The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Account has been created by the Ontario government to fund 

these priority areas. To date, moneys committed to AFOLU are for a “GHG pollution reduction 

challenge fund” ($250 – $300 million) and to “support community energy planning” ($20-$25 

million) in Métis and First Nations communities (OG, 2016, pg. 71). Overall, the Ontario climate 

change action plan is aiming for a 2020 reduction of 15% below 1990 levels and is funded 

partially by the province’s new cap and trade program (OG, 2016).  

With regards to agriculture, the priorities highlight that the government sees Ontario’s 

agricultural lands as a potential carbon sequestration source to enter the carbon offset market. 

This intent is made explicit throughout the document: “Due to their ability to remove carbon 

from the atmosphere, Ontario’s agriculture, forestry, lands, and resource recovery sectors will be 

able to supply carbon offsets to the cap and trade market, providing made-in-Ontario compliance 
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options for emitters” (OG, 2016, Pg. 51). Interestingly, the Climate Change Action Plan does not 

identify strategies or mechanisms by which soil carbon sequestration can be reliably 

implemented. There is a long road to walk from policy to implementation. 

The policy document that is the Climate Change Action Plan presents a bold vision backed up 

by funding, specific action items, goals, and targets. But, are these policies being implemented 

and are the targets being met? In January 2018 the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario 

published a progress report titled Ontario’s Climate Change Act – From Plan to Progress 

(2018). The report is a detailed review of the state of climate change and GHG emissions in 

Ontario to date and the reader is highly encouraged to read the report. There are particularly 

interesting and relevant details to be found as regards agriculture in this report.  

According to the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario [ECO, 2018] GHG emission in the 

agricultural sector have remained relatively unchanged from 1990 to 2015. See Image 5 below.  

These steady GHG emissions have been attributed to declining cattle populations and the 

associated decrease in enteric fermentation GHG emissions and emissions associated with 

manure (ECO, 2018). This fact speaks to the hope that the agriculture sector may contribute to 

provincial mitigation efforts, if it is in and of itself not showing a trend of increased emissions. 

However, though direct agricultural GHG emissions remain steady, associated on-farm energy 

use is increasing in Ontario agriculture, mostly because of a strong growth in greenhouse 

production (ECO, 2018, pg. 40). The closer we focus in on Ontario agriculture, from global, to 

national, to provincial, the more hopeful the GHG emissions data appears for the agricultural 

sector.  
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Image 5 - Ontario’s GHG emissions from agriculture (Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, 

2018 

 

What about the federal and provincial focus on soil carbon sequestration? The Environmental 

Commissioner of Ontario [ECO] (2018) report repeatedly highlights the importance of soil 

health and illustrates a commitment by the Minister of Agriculture, Food, and Rural affairs to 

grow soil health as an important future policy directive for the sector:  

- “Healthy soil takes decades to build, but can be degraded much more quickly, and farming 

practices may jeopardize soil health. While soil can be a source of GHG emissions, it 

could also be a significant carbon sink. Therefore, protecting agricultural soil health is an 

important part of climate policy in Ontario (See the ECO’s special report, Putting Soil 

Health First: A Climate Smart Idea for Ontario).” (ECO, 2018, pg. 77) 

Specific agricultural techniques for climate change mitigation and carbon sequestration in 

Ontario agriculture are also presented in the ECO report. These range from direct seeding, to 

minimal tillage, to changes in nitrogen fertilizer use, to change in livestock feeding to reduce 

enteric fermentation, to protection of natural grasslands (ECO, 2018, pg. 124). For more details 

see Image 8 below.  
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Image 8 – Description of Ontario’s 13 Proposed Offset Protocols (ECO, 2018, pg. 124) 

 

These practices are proposed practices and it will be interesting to see how stakeholders move 

to implementation and/ or measure existing implementation of these practices. The 

Environmental Commissioner has a set of interesting, scientifically founded, policy and 

investment suggestions for different Ministries. For OMAFRA, one of the recommendations is to 

financially incentivise no and/or reduced synthetic fertilizer use on farms. For a detailed report 

on planned vs actual spending on the Climate Change Action Plan and other details the reader is 

encouraged to seek out the full report. Whether Ministers across the Ontario Government stand 

behind this report remains to be seen. When reading OMAFRA literature, such as the Farms 

Forever Discussion Paper11, it appears that not all ministries place equal importance on the issue 

and necessity of immediate action on climate change mitigation and adaptation.  

 

Extreme Weather and Adaptation in Ontario 
 

Though the GHG emissions of Ontario’s agricultural sector may not be as dire as they are 

globally, the effects of climate change are being felt on farms throughout Ontario. The 

Environmental Commissioner’s report referenced above (ECO, 2018) details the recent 

                                                 
11 http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/policy/farmsforever.htm 
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manifestations of climate change in Ontario. From the lengthening of frost-free seasons by 1-32 

days (depending on location - Northern Ontario experiencing a more drastic increase than 

Southern Ontario), to extreme weather events such as drought and flooding (ECO, 2018): 

- “Longer growing seasons can help agriculture, but unpredictability and invasive pests can 

be very hard on farmers. Wetter springs and faster melts have been coupled with increased 

summer drought, such as that experienced in 2016 across much of Ontario. Some of the 

regions hardest hit by droughts in 2016 were also damaged by heavy rains and flooding in 

the summer of 2017. A rainy spring delayed the planting of crops throughout many parts 

of the province, and wetter than normal conditions throughout the 2017 summer months 

led some farmers to lose hundreds of acres of crops. […] Climate change isn’t just about 

polar bears, or about other people in other places in the future. Ontario is already feeling 

the first effects of climate change, and much bigger changes are ahead.” (ECO, 2018, pg. 

263-264) 

Already in the late 1980s research was being conducted on how climate change might impact 

Ontario agriculture. Smit et al. (1989) published a comprehensive impact forecast on the topic, 

anticipating that productive agricultural lands will shift further north. Though some of the 

predictions have turned out to be overly optimistic12, others seem to be playing out as modeled. 

Already 30 years ago we knew that frost-free days would increase, and agricultural zones would 

shift. What have farmers done to adapt to the new challenges that are being experienced? This 

research study contributes an insight into the adaptations and perceptions of Peterborough 

farmers. The field of agricultural adaptation research is broad and spans many decades. Bryant et 

                                                 
12 Smit et al (1989) predicted a shift of agricultural zones north but did not anticipate the destructive 

impact of extreme weather events, such as flooding and drought, that climate change increases the 

likelihood of.  
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al. (2000) published a meta-analysis of research on adaptation in Canadian agriculture published 

in the 30 years of the early 1970s to the late 1990s. It is a fascinating read that details how the 

narrative of adaptation has shifted over time from comparative statistics about possible scenarios 

to a narrative about human agency, critical agricultural indicators that trigger adaptation 

responses, the interface between policy and adaptation behaviour, and risk. Bryant et al. (2000) 

argue that there is a debate about the agriculture community’s ability to adapt and that there are 

historic cases of policy interventions that demonstrate the necessity to study adaptation 

responses, how they are triggered and what makes them effective (Bryant et al, 2000). 

 

Farmer Education 

Introduction 
 

The research on climate change in consort with demographics of Ontario’s farmers paint a 

picture in which the existing farmer in southern Ontario holds a fragile yet crucial position in our 

agricultural system. There are a multitude of social, economic, and environmental arguments for 

building strong local food systems (Delind, 2006; Friedmann, 1993). Farmers that are able to be 

responsive to changing growing-conditions are a crucial part of a healthy food system. 

Interestingly, there appears to be little research on the social and educational networks that 

enable farmers to share adaptation strategies13. Furthermore, there appear to be few formal 

learning supports for farmers in Ontario14. We know that, in the absence of formal education 

opportunities, farmers in the global south often create informal training and education networks 

(Thompson & Scoones, 1994). Is this also the case in rural Ontario? Are there informal 

                                                 
13 Search results, using proquest, on key words “Ontario” & “Farmer” & “Learner” yielded a single peer 

reviewed article, namely that of Grudens-Schuck, 2000.   
14 There are two institutions that offer agriculture training in Ontario: University of Guelph & Fleming 

College  
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education networks that support the farming communities of rural Ontario to adapt to extreme 

weather? If so, how are these systems organized? If not, is there an opportunity to create systems 

of educational support? To address these questions this research project proposes to investigate 

what informal knowledge exchange practices currently exist regarding climate change adaptation 

amongst Ontario’s farmers. Gaining an insight into what knowledge exchange strategies are 

currently being used may inform a better understanding of how climate responsive farming may 

be supported in the future. 

 

Education - Formal and Informal  
 

There is a long history of formal farming education in North America. Throughout Canada and 

the United States there are Colleges and Universities that offer accredited programs for 

agricultural education. As formal education is not a prerequisite for agricultural work, and there 

are economic reasons not to pursue a degree, not all farmers have completed formal education in 

Ontario. Furthermore, formal education lasts for a comparatively short period of a career. 

Research has also shown that institutional education programs, such as government training 

sessions, do not always ensure that the information reaches the intended audience (Boahene et al. 

1999). Consequently, it is valuable to understand how learning happens beyond formal 

educational settings. Scribner & Cole (1972) distinguish between formal, informal, and non-

institutional formal education. The distinguishing characteristics of informal learning are that 

informal learning happens incidentally to everyday activities (Scibner & Cole, 1972). Non-

institutional formal education usually takes the shape of workshops, lectures, etc. The focus of 

my research is how learning outside of the institution translates into the functional knowledge of 

farmers adapting to a changing climate. 
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There is a body of research on how knowledge spreads through informal networks 

(Argote & Fahrenkopf, 2016; Deville, 2013; Zhao & Ho, 2017). This research is not necessarily 

domain specific, as it investigates the spread of knowledge, which is separable from the content. 

Particularly in the field of organizational management there is a lot of research on how 

organizations can support and benefit from employee informal knowledge exchange (Caruso, 

2017). In gender studies for example, Byron & Hunt (2017) found that informal peer education 

about gender and sexual diversity creates avenues and support in learning and self-expression 

that are not necessarily accessible within institutional education settings. The researchers found 

that informal knowledge exchange enables young people to make formal learning personally 

relevant, has a harm-mitigation impact, and empowers young people to be experts of their lived 

experience (Byron & Hunt, 2017).  From this research study it was clear that for younger 

generations online forums and technologies are essential parts of informal education and peer-

learning environments.  

The majority of research on informal knowledge transfer within the domain of farming 

has been conducted in the global south. Isaac et al (2007) conducted a social network analysis of 

agricultural practices in cocoa plantations in Ghana. The researchers used farmer attributes and 

social positioning to understand how they impact farming practices. They found that within the 

social landscape there were core and peripheral farmers that had disproportionate impact on the 

agricultural practices within their networks (Isaac et al, 2007). Specifically, the more engaged in 

the community the farmers were the more their practices were implemented. Consequently, “the 

promotion of community involvement may facilitate the movement of knowledge and social 

exchange to strengthen informal networks” (Isaac et al., 2007, pg. 1). It is an interesting idea that 

social connectedness may be the most impactful component of informal knowledge transfer. It is 
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conceivable that effectiveness of the agricultural practices would have more impact than social 

connectedness. On the other hand, the person introducing the new ideas and practices would 

have to have the ability to convince people to try new things, which would be easier for more 

socially connected people. Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo (1996) also found that social 

connectedness was an important factor in informal farmer knowledge systems in Zimbabwe. 

Interestingly their study showed that both a diversity of connections and a diversity of 

experiences were impactful in how influential the person was in the knowledge transfer 

community. Consequently, migrant laborers were seen as essential key informants, as they 

brought to the community a diversity of perspectives (Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996). I 

wonder whether migrant labourers in Ontario are treated with the same amount of social status in 

Ontario. The finding that social connectedness is a key determinant of agricultural knowledge 

transfer was also found to be the case in Kiptot et al’s (2006) study of Kenyan farmers. What 

was interesting about this research is that researchers followed both the spread of information 

and the spread of agricultural seeds. Researchers found that information was spread within 

kinship relationship, and the larger the family the more influential the individual (Kiptot et al, 

2016). The seed on the other hand spread further throughout non-kin informal relationships 

(Kiptot et al, 2016). This research implies that people treat physical and intellectual resources 

differently within that farming context.  

Research has also shown that within agricultural education demonstration and 

observation are very powerful influencers in the transmission of informal knowledge (Isaac et al, 

2007; Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996; Kiptot et al, 2006). Thus, both core and peripheral 

farmers in Isaac et al.’s (2007) study indicated that observation and demonstration were the 

primary avenue of knowledge transfer. Zimbabwean farmers relied heavily on apprentice-mentor 
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relationships, which primarily are based on demonstration, for knowledge transfer (Hebinck & 

Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996). Learning by doing may be the most appropriate educational approach 

to agriculture.  

Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo’s research also highlighted what I anticipate will be a 

crucial variable to consider in my interviews with Ontario famers, namely that of orientation 

towards production or risk mitigation. Whether farmers were risk-mitigation oriented or 

production oriented greatly changed their approach to new information and their willingness to 

try new growing techniques (Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996). Farmers have been found to 

have varying degrees of risk tolerance depending on their age, the type of food they grow, and 

whether they inherited the farm operation (Roe, 2015).  

 

In reviewing the literature about informal knowledge transfer amongst farmers on the 

African continent there are some trends that emerge: 1) Social connectedness is a major 

influence in the flow of information through informal networks 2) learning by doing and 

demonstrations are the most effective educational tools in agriculture 3) the orientation of the 

farmer towards risk mitigation or production influences their openness to new ideas and practices 

4) knowledge transforms as it passes through informal networks (Kiptot et al, 2006) 5) power 

relationships between extension educators and farmers are complex and problematic (Hebinck & 

Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996). These insights were important in shaping an understanding of the 

research data gathered from Ontario farmers.  

 

Climate Change Specific Farmer Education Internationally   
 

Research shows that agricultural extension workers in the United States are not adequately 

prepared, resourced, educated, and motivated to teach farmers about climate change responsive 
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agriculture (Monroe et al, 2015; Becerra, 2016). Agricultural extension workers that are 

motivated to address climate change find that farmers perceive there to be a lack of reliable 

information available on the subject (Becerra, 2016). Furthermore, farmers and extension 

workers alike cite lack of capacity as a major reason for not addressing climate change in their 

work (Monroe et al, 2015; Becerra, 2016). In some instances, it is necessary to engage in a 

lengthy community consultation and education process for farmers to realize the impact of 

climate change on their work (Eheazu & Ezeala, 2017). Thus, it is evident that farmers and 

farmer educators alike are far from having an education system that supports climate responsive 

attitudes and practices.  

In Australia, there have been some education initiatives to support farmers in teaching 

each other about the application of specific climate forecasting technology. Cliffe et al (2016) 

conducted 13 workshops with sugar cane farmers in Australia to create participatory education 

opportunities for farmers. The researchers created collaborative learning environments that drew 

on the lived experience of participating farmers as an avenue to map climate specific farming 

knowledge on a timeline. Post-workshop participants rated highly their increased understanding 

of the subject.  From this research, the team concluded that “collaborative learning activities in 

the agriculture sector provide a robust model for improving the capacity of farmers to manage 

climate risk.” (Cliffe et al., 2016). It would be interesting to replicate this study in Ontario to see 

whether engagement and response levels would be comparable.  

Within the Canadian context Purneau (2012) conducted an educational evaluation of 

skills exercised by farmers engaging in climate responsive agricultural practices. Purneau framed 

these skills in terms of competencies and found that “during the adaptation process, the farmers 

showed in-depth local and agricultural knowledge, critical thinking (which they used to assess 
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the solutions), futures thinking and hindsight, identification and control of the variables affecting 

the crops, openness to novelty, collaboration, optimism and self-efficacy” (Purneau, 2012). 

Climate responsive agriculture requires a complex and multifaceted set of skills and attitudes 

from farmers. Understanding the competencies required enable educators and policy makers to 

better understand the interest (or lack thereof) of farmers in engaging with climate responsive 

agriculture. Creating an environment that fosters these core competencies would presumably 

positively influence the educational outcomes for workshops, farmer knowledge exchanges, or 

other educational initiatives.  

 

Conclusion 
 

From my literature review of informal farmer education broadly, and how it pertains to climate 

change, it is evident that researchers have a lot of work to do in Ontario. The majority of 

publications focus on farmers in the global south and Asia, leaving very little comparable 

research to draw on to understand the Ontario farming landscape. It is evident that a complex 

array of skills are required for farmers to engage in climate responsive practices. Starting with an 

attitude of openness and risk responsiveness, to perceiving the availability of adequate and 

reliable supports, to engaging a vast gamut of problem solving and critical thinking, climate 

responsive agriculture is a complex challenge for a group of workers that are often over-worked 

and under-paid. Canadian farmers could learn a lot from African farmers, who have already 

experienced life-threatening severe climate changes and have been studied widely in how they 

have responded to these changes. As climate change does not distinguish between countries, 

severe weather events are not restricted to the global south. Consequently, it is essential that 

Canadian farmers engage with climate challenges and that they receive educational supports in 
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doing so. My research study aims to gain insight into how Ontario farmers are thinking about 

climate change and how they are sharing knowledge on the on-farm reality of it. This literature 

review shows that climate change adaptation is necessary in Ontario, that there are successful 

educational campaigns that could be replicated to support on-farm climate adaptation (Cliffe et 

al., 2016), that there is a lack of research on the subject in Ontario, that informal education is a 

widely-used format for the dissemination of agricultural knowledge (Isaac et al, 2007; Hebinck 

& Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996; Kiptot et al, 2006), and that complex educational competencies need 

to be fostered in farmers to support their adaptation efforts (Purneau, 2012).  
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Chapter 2 – Research Methods 

  

Introduction 

Research Question 
 

The research question that this thesis seeks to illuminate is: How do farmers in rural Ontario 

share information and strategies on climate change adaptation? Specifically, focusing on farmers 

as learners and teachers, this is a study of informal educational systems created and used by 

farmers and farming communities in dealing with extreme weather occurrences. Necessary pre-

requisite considerations are threefold: (i) Are farmers noticing differences in the growing 

conditions of their farms? (ii) Are they attributing such changes to climate change, or to other 

factors? (iii) Are farmers engaging in adaptation practices? As a consequence of the complexity 

of this research question, the research interviews were semi-structured to allow the researcher the 

flexibility to capture information both on the main research question as well as the pre-requisite 

considerations.  

 

Researcher Context  
 

What follows is a brief introduction to the researcher context. Qualitative research is conducted 

with the understanding that the researcher’s personality and past experience has an influence on 

the outcomes of the research (Creswell, 2015). Consequently, it is common practice to introduce 

the researcher’s positionality, so that the reader is able to contextualize the research in relation to 

the researcher.  

This qualitative research project was conducted by one researcher, myself. My lived 

experiences, decisions, biases, and personality will significantly shape this research. 

Consequently, a brief introduction: I am not a farmer, nor do I come from a farming background. 
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In terms of life experience and demographics I am probably as different from the average 

Ontario farmer as is possible. I am a young female recent immigrant to Canada, who has spent 

the vast majority of her life in urban contexts. Why then am I interested in studying how farmers 

learn and adapt? 

I have worked within and studied food systems for the past decade. From this 

background, I am developing a deepening passion for food and environmental issues. I think that 

our relationship with food is a reflection of our humanity. Food is a lens through which we can 

gain an understanding of the world we live in. It is intimate and political, private and cultural, 

deeply entwined with expressions of nurture and care, whilst simultaneously steeped in politics 

and global relations. I believe that the decisions we, as a society, make about our food systems 

significantly shape the world we live in. Consequently, I think it is important to support and 

understand those that make sustainable food production possible, namely the farmers. 

I also am interested in population health, have conducted quantitative research in 

Psychology, and am currently working in the field of Student Nutrition. Seeing the dietary 

choices that adults make for children in Ontario has shown me how deeply disconnected this 

culture is from its food sources. I am of the opinion that a healthy diet is predicated on an 

engaged relationship to land and that there is a lot to be learned from Ontario’s farmers on this 

topic.  

Having worked for farmer support organizations in South Africa and in Canada I have 

gained a deep respect for agricultural work. The difference in cultural narratives that exist about 

farming in the global south compared to Ontario is compelling to me. I find it fascinating that 

there is a vast amount of academic research on farmer education initiatives in the global south, 

but very little about Canadian farmers. Though the difference between Canadian farmers and 
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those that farm in the townships of South Africa are many, there are also significant similarities: 

farming being financially undervalued and farmers having to support their farming through off-

farm work is significant common ground (Weersink et al., 1998). Whether in Canada or South 

Africa – economic systems don’t value very highly the work that people do to grow the food we 

eat. I think that there is a moral responsibility to value those that feed us & to support them at a 

time when we expect that it will become an even more challenging profession. 

 

Methodology  

 

Grounded Theory Research 
 

The purpose of this qualitative research study is to gain insight into the knowledge transfer 

systems of farming communities. I conducted a grounded theory research study, as four of the 

major defining characteristics of grounded theory research are uniquely appropriate to my 

research interest. These four characteristics of grounded theory research are (i) qualitative, (ii) 

process oriented, (iii) exploratory, and (iv) theory generative (Creswell, 2015).  

(i) Qualitative. The purpose of this project was not to find correlations amongst variables, 

to test measures, or to quantify specific aspects of the research question. Instead, I am interested 

in exploring the stories that emerge from the farming community in the course of the interviews. 

This study is designed to be a process of uncovering, of documenting what is, or is not present in 

terms of educational exchange amongst farming communities in light of climate change. Due to 

the exploratory nature of this research a qualitative study is the most appropriate research 

approach. Within the field of qualitative research grounded theory presents a rigorous 

methodology as a guide to the research. “As a systematic process, grounded theory exhibits the 

rigor that quantitative researchers like to see in an educational study” (Creswell, 2015, pg.426). 
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Consequently, I have designed this study according to grounded theory methods detailed in the 

methods section. 

 (ii) Process oriented. According to Creswell (2015, pg.434) “grounded theory is a 

“process” theory – it explains an educational process of events, activities, actions, and interaction 

that occur over time”. Consequently, grounded theory is uniquely suited as a research system 

through which to explore informal education relationships, and the interactions and relationships 

that shape them.  Through the use of a rigorous qualitative grounded theory research approach 

this study aims to develop an understanding of the educational dynamics that exist between 

farmers in Ontario.  

(iii) Exploratory. This research study is an exploratory study as it is being conducted in 

the absence of a well-developed body of theory on the topic of informal farmer knowledge 

exchange. There are no appropriate established measures or research instruments that can be 

used to approach this research. Consequently, the research can be said to be exploratory, as it is 

approached with a leading question, no manipulations, and no theory about expected outcomes. 

Furthermore, the variables are emergent in that I will not be manipulating set variables but 

allowing data to present key themes (variables) (Creswell, 2015). 

(iv) Theory generative. “Grounded theory generates a theory when existing theories do 

not address your problem or the participants whom you plan to study” (Creswell, 2015, pg.436). 

As mentioned in the previous point, the proposed research is being conducted in the absence of 

an established theoretical tradition that perfectly encapsulates all aspects of the research 

question. Consequently, the use of a research method that allows themes and trends to emerge 

from interview data in a structured fashion was selected for this study.  
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Context 
 

To provide context for the grounded theory approach, what follows is a brief overview of the 

intellectual landscape within which grounded theory research exists. The methodological details 

of grounded theory research are contested, with foundational theorists such as Glaser & Straus 

and newer theorists like Charmaz arguing about systemization, rigor, and procedure (Creswell, 

2015). Nevertheless, grounded theory offers a strong methodological foundation from which to 

design a research study guided by a research question. I have chosen to follow the grounded 

theory methods presented by Creswell (2015). Creswell states that his understanding of grounded 

theory is a mixture of traditional and constructivist (Creswell, 2015). Creswell’s interpretation of 

the debate amongst theorists is clear, easily navigable, and I have found it to be practically useful 

for this research. An example to illustrate the point: the traditional grounded theory approach 

suggests that the researcher immerse themselves fully in the context that is being researched. 

Neutral observations of interactions, and social connections were traditionally the focus of 

grounded theory method (Glaser & Straus, 1965). The constructivist position, on the other hand, 

is that the researcher constructs data through observation and interpretation & consequently there 

is no neutral process observation that is possible. “Data do not provide a window on reality. 

Rather, the ‘discovered’ reality arises from the interactive process and its temporal, cultural, and 

structural contexts” (Charmaz, 2000, pg. 512). Though this debate is theoretically interesting 

Creswell’s synthesis of the different grounded theorists’ positions provides a pragmatic 

framework through which to design a rigorous study whilst incorporating elements of the 

different philosophical positions. Creswell builds his interpretation of grounded theory research 

from Corbin & Strauss and Charmaz (Creswell, 2015). Thus, in addressing the question of 

whether the researcher immersing themselves in the research context is an absolute necessity, 
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Creswell enables the researcher to consider a diversity of positions and to design an appropriate 

research study according to the research at hand (Creswell, 2015).  

For practical purposes, I interviewed farmers through semi-structured interviews, rather 

than immersing myself in their social context. The rational for this choice stems from the fact 

that I am seeking to learn more about informal knowledge transfer and how farmers are adapting 

their growing practices to a changing climate. These questions have no specific site of 

interaction. There is no school or hospital where the learning takes place and where the 

researcher could immerse themselves and observe all actors in this context. Given the absence of 

a bounded learning geography this research relies on farmer’s self-report as the best way to gain 

insight into informal education networks. Consequently, I consider the farm as the site of 

learning and use semi-structured interviews with farmers as the primary data source.  

 

Research Design 
 

According to Creswell (2015) there are three types of grounded theory research design: (i) 

systematic, (ii) emerging, and (iii) constructivist. These types of grounded theory arose out of 

different understandings of how grounded theory research data should be coded and used to build 

theory (Creswell, 2015). They present different opportunities for the researcher to make use of 

more structured, or more free-form, interpretive frameworks. What follows is a brief overview of 

the different research grounded theory research designs as presented by Creswell (2015), as well 

as a rationale for the design chosen for this research study.  (i) The systematic design follows a 

set of three-phase coding which leads to the selection of one core phenomenon that other coding 

categories are set in relation to and out of which the emerging theory is constructed (Creswell, 

2015). (ii) Emerging design allows for theory to be derived from data without the creation of 
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coding categories (Creswell, 2015). The focus is “on connecting categories and emerging theory, 

not on simply describing categories” (Creswell, 2015). Emerging design is an organic process 

with less precise methodological directives.  (iii) The constructivist design is focused on finding 

active code labels in the data in order to describe the processes research participants engage in 

around the question being investigated (Creswell, 2015). Coding is done through an iterative 

process of active coding, without the goal of finding a core phenomenon to build a theory 

around. Instead the focus is on a narrative discussion of the interviewees experiences and 

learning processes (Creswell, 2015).   

This research study follows the systematic design of grounded theory research. As a 

researcher that is new to qualitative research, and to the process of generating theory from semi-

structured interview data, I appreciate the rigorous process that the systematic design affords me 

in navigating data coding. I perceive the emerging design as being too open-ended for the 

purposes of this research study, as it provides no guiding structure to process interview data. It 

was my initial intention to use the constructivist design to code data. However, the zigzag 

methods of data collection and constant comparative data analysis was not practical for this 

research. I conducted interviews within a short one-month period, to capture farmer perspectives 

within the same point in the growing season. The rational for this choice was so that farmers 

were operating within the same conditions and responses would be more comparable, than if 

interviews would have been conducted throughout the whole growing season. Consequently, the 

methods of systematic design emerged as the best data interpretation method for this research 

study. As I followed the coding process from open coding to axial coding a clear central guiding 

code took shape. Consequently, the systematic design emerged as the best fit for coding the 

interview data for this research project.  
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Methods 
 

This systematic grounded theory research study was conducted using semi-structured interviews. 

Participants were selected through purposeful sampling and located within a 50km radius of 

Peterborough, Ontario. Data was gathered July – October 2017 and coded following systematic 

design procedures as per Creswell (2015).  

 

Participants 
 

Research participants were selected using purposeful sampling seeking maximal variation. I 

interviewed a broad range of farmers that varied in key characteristics, with some limitations. 

Research participants varied in age, gender, agricultural crops, agricultural practices, farm size, 

the markets they sell to, and farming experience. Limitations were set on maximal variation 

sampling along three domains: geography, years of farming experience, and commercial size. All 

farmers operate within a 50km radius of Peterborough, Ontario. This choice was made so as to 

focus the study into a regional investigation of informal farmer knowledge exchange networks. A 

geographic boundary allowed the research to provide a snapshot of practices within a small 

region within the vast agricultural landscapes of Ontario. A second limitation was set on the 

years of experience. No farmer interviewed had been farming for less than 9 years. The farming 

experience of research participants ranged between 9 and 70 years. It was considered a necessary 

pre-requisite that the interviewees had experienced at least 8 years of farming so as to be able to 

speak about changes observed over time. Since the research question was about adaptation to 

changes, it was deemed necessary that the farmer be well-established so as to be able to 

distinguish between changes made in the beginning of a new farming operation versus the 

changes made over time in response to changing weather conditions.  Finally, all farms that 
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participated in this study were active single-family farms, and the farm was the main source of 

their income. Hobby farmers and large corporate commercial farms were excluded from the 

research, as it was determined that small family farms would be the primary focus of this 

research. 

Research participants were identified and recruited using local farming social networks, 

word of mouth, as well as telephone and email inquiry. See Table 1 for an overview of the 

research participants. A total of eight interviews were conducted: six with individual farmers and 

two with both the husband and wife farming pair being present. Interviews ranged from 45 

minutes to 1 hour and 50 minutes in length. 

 

Table 1- Research participants 

 
A total of four farms in each category of “conventional farming” and “unconventional 

farming” were interviewed. Post-interview and post data-coding research participants were 

labeled as engaging in “conventional” or “unconventional” agricultural practices, see Table 1 

above. This labeling is solely a reflection of agricultural practices, not a reflection of ideologies, 

or a value judgement. Ideological differences typically associated with conventional vs 
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alternative agricultural practices are dualities such as “competition vs. community, domination of 

nature vs harmony with nature, specialization vs diversity, etc” (Beus & Dunlap,1990). These 

ideological differences are not reflected in the research data of this study. There were a wide 

range of different ideologies expressed by farmers regardless of farming operation. 

Consequently, the labels “conventional” and “unconventional” are used solely as a way to 

describe agricultural practices. Farms were categorized as “conventional” when the core of their 

agricultural operation was: cultivating a large area rotation of a single crop and/or livestock, 

using well-known farming machines and practices, making use of main-stream agricultural 

inputs and seeds, maintaining a long-time agricultural tradition, and/ or selling agricultural 

products in mainstream channels. Farms were categorized as “unconventional” when the core of 

the agriculture operation was: engaging in experimental and/or rare agricultural practices, 

growing crops and/or livestock that other farmers generally do not, and/or selling to niche 

markets. The distinction is important because, as this research shows, the type of farming 

practice determines the farmers’ access to information, social networks, and knowledge 

exchange opportunities.  

 

Data sources  
 

Two data sources were used in this research study: interviews with research participants, and 

researcher-generated memos. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with research 

participants. All interviews were recorded with an audio recording device and transcribed 

verbatim by the researcher and one research assistant. Interview transcripts were anonymized 

and coded as per the data analysis section below. For triangulation purposes the researcher 

engaged in memoing throughout the interview and coding stages of this research. Memoing 
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consisted of field notes, informal notes and observations. See Appendix A, data chart, for an 

over-view of data sources.  

 

 

Data collection 
 

All interview data were collected on the farms of the research participants. Two tools for data 

collection were used: interview questions and a mapping activity. The researcher approached 

farmers either in person, by telephone, or by email requesting participation in the research study. 

Once willingness to participate was indicated the researcher booked a date to interview the 

farmer on the land that they are farming. Full informed consent was requested before the 

beginning of the interview. See Appendix B, interview protocol, for a detailed description of the 

informed consent process. Data collection took place through semi-structured interviews. See 

Appendix C, research questions, for the list of questions around which interviews were 

conducted. All interviewees were asked the research questions with different clarification 

questions depending on how the interview evolved. Interviews ranged in length between 45 

minutes and 1 hour 50 minutes. 

 In addition to interview questions the researcher used a mapping activity as a generative 

tool in the interview process. Maps of the farmland were drawn either by the researcher or the 

interviewee in the process of the semi-structured interview. The request for a tour, that the 

mapping exercise afforded, created a further content generative prompt in addition to the 

interview questions. The maps acted as a tool to connect the interview content to the land and the 

farm. The activity afforded alternative ways of engaging with the farmer and their relationship to 

their land. It stimulated memory and experiences, and generated interesting insights on how the 

land & farming practices have changed over time. Data gathered through this generative activity 
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was rich and led to interesting insights and comments. The rational for including the mapping 

activity in the interview process was that if asked specific questions about specific pieces of land 

over time farmers will engage in deeper reflection and that the land would act as a tool for 

recollection of past years. All interviews took place on the farmland that the farmers were 

actively cultivating, wherever possible. Many of the farms were large and dispersed enough that 

the tour was of the home farm only, and the mapping described how different pieces of land are 

distributed throughout the area. The mapping activity enabled the farmer to discuss and 

remember land they have farmed regardless of immediate proximity. 

 

Data analysis 
 

The systematic design of grounded theory, developed by Corbin & Strauss (1990), was used for 

data analysis. Open and axial coding processes were followed as outlined in Educational 

Research. Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating Quantitative and Qualitative Research, 

Creswell’s (2015). Audio recordings of interviews were transcribed verbatim by the researcher 

and a research assistant. Interview transcripts were coded using the open coding method. Distinct 

ideas were colour-coded and labeled as indicators. Indicators created were one or two-word 

summaries of the ideas presented in the statement, for example “winter” or “restoring the soil” . 

Wherever possible indicators were in-situ, meaning that they are the actual words used by the 

interviewee (Creswell, 2015).  Codes were dimensionalized, in that both positive and negative 

statements on a topic were coded with the same indicator. As coding progressed indicators were 

sorted into clusters. Emerging themes were recognized by frequency and length of unique idea. 

The result of this coding was idea clusters (codes) that were aggregated to create themes 

(categories) and subcategories. The researcher engaged in memoing throughout the coding 

process and maintained memos, reflections, and notes in a separate document. Data from 
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interviews was compared and contrasted with data from memoing throughout the data analysis 

stage. See Appendix D, codes and indicators, for a detailed list of indicators, categories, and 

subcategories generated in the coding process. Figure 1 below, overview of codes, is a visual 

representation of higher level categories and subcategories that emerged from the interview data.  

Figure 1 - Overview of Codes 

 

 Axial coding followed the open coding process. Axial coding is the process of centering a 

code from the open coding data in order to build a theory that explains the phenomenon being 

researched (Creswell, 2015). This process involved organizing the codes in relation to each other 

thereby identifying relational conditions within which the core category operates. These 

conditions are: context, causal conditions, intervening conditions, strategies, and outcomes 

(Creswell, 2015). Axial coded data will be presented and defended in the results section of this 

paper. The process by which a code was centred as the central phenomenon in how farmers 
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exchange knowledge about climate change adaptation was based on frequency and importance of 

the code. Given the complexity of the research question of knowledge exchange in climate 

change adaptation, the data generated two separate axial coding paradigms: One that sheds light 

on how farmers learn to adapt to stresses on their farm, and the second that details the 

mechanisms by which this learning about adaptation is shared within farming communities.  

 Throughout both open and axial coding the researcher engaged the constant comparative 

method of data analysis as outlined in Creswell (2015, pg. 437): “The grounded theorist 

compares the emerging schemes with raw data to ground the categories in the information 

collected during the study”. Thus, the researcher is constantly looking back at the data and 

comparing and contrasting indicators and codes with each other. This is done to provide as much 

due-diligence in building codes and theory structures that are truly rooted in the interview data. 

Consequently, multiple procedural methods were followed to ensure that codes and resulting 

theory were not imposed on the data, but arose from the data. Triangulation methods of memoing 

and constant comparison serve to validate the data (Creswell, 2015).  
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Chapter 3 - Results 
 

 

Preliminary Considerations 
 

The central research question of this thesis is how farmers in Ontario share information about 

climate change adaptation strategies. Specifically, how are farmers around Peterborough, 

Ontario, engaging in knowledge exchange of climate change adaptation? In order to address this 

question there are preliminary considerations that need to be addressed: Are farmers noticing 

differences in the growing conditions of their farms? Are they attributing changes to climate 

change, or to other factors? Are farmers engaging in adaptation practices? Only once these 

questions have been considered can we address the central thesis. What follows is a presentation 

of the interview data that speaks to these three preliminary considerations. After that the theory 

generated from research data to answer the central research question will be presented.  

 

Changes in Growing Conditions – Data 
 

Are farmers around Peterborough, Ontario noticing differences in the growing conditions of their 

farms? The research interviews were conducted in the wake of two unprecedented growing 

season: 2016 was a drought year and 2017 there was extensive rainfall with associated flooding. 

The growing season of 2015 was an average year, according to the 2015 Annual Review of 

Agrocliamte Conditions published by Agriculture Canada: “Cool temperatures and above-normal 

precipitation caused seeding delays in spring and early summer. Heat waves in the summer 

progressed crop development and a long, warm fall compensated for spring delays in crop 

maturity. Harvest progressed in a timely manner and was complete by the end of November. 

Overall yields were near to above-average” (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2016).  
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The 2016 growing season was the second driest year in Peterborough in recorded history15 

(Weather Network, 2016). In the period May to August the long-term average precipitation for 

Peterborough is 241mm (Weather Network, 2016). However, over the period May 2016 – 

August 2016, Peterborough received 83mm of rainfall (Weather Network, 2016). May 2017 - 

August 2017 a total of 451mm of precipitation was recorded in Peterborough (Weather Network, 

2018). Thus, 2016 rainfall was less than half the long-term average and 2017 experienced almost 

twice the regular precipitation. This data is corroborated by the 2016 Review of Agroclimate 

Conditions16: “At the end of October, 53 per cent of forage crops and 98 per cent of soybean 

crops were under drought conditions in Ontario. At that time, 78 per cent of the agricultural area 

in Ontario had received low to record-low precipitation, representing 18,580 farms and 1.5 

million cattle.  Final harvest results were mixed depending on the crop type and timeliness of 

rain events” (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2017b). Weather records show that, in terms of 

precipitation, the two growing seasons most proximate to this research were unusual in their 

extreme. In terms of temperature 2016 was the hottest winter in recorded history in Canada and 

“Globally, 2016 was the hottest year on record, replacing the record set in 2015” (Agriculture 

and Agri-Food Canada, 2017b). 

 

Changes in Growing Conditions – Interviews 
 

Those are the weather records for the 2016 and 2017 growing seasons, presented in order to 

contextualize interview data for the reader. Interviews were conducted July 2017 – Oct 2017. 

Turning to the first preliminary consideration: Have research participants noticed a change in 

                                                 
15 The driest summer for Peterborough in recorded history was 1914 in which only 69.1mm fell (Weather 

Network, 2016).  
16 To date the 2017 Agroclimate Report has yet to be published.  
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growing conditions? The answer to that question from the data is absolutely yes, farmers 

commented both on the short-term extremes of the 2016 and 2017 growing years as well as the 

longer-term changes that they have been observing on their farms. Interview participants talked 

about changes in growing conditions in terms of increased frequency of extreme weather events, 

longer growing seasons, and milder winters. Every farmer interviewed addressed the fact that the 

weather events they experienced on their farms were heightened and appeared drastic. One 

research participant, who is an unconventional animal and feed farmer, expressed his perception 

of the weather as follows: 

- “You always have some losses, but at the moment it is the extreme situation really. I 

would say the most concerning things is the extremes. Rain doesn’t come with just a little 

bit, it comes with all mighty downpours of it. There doesn’t seem to be that nice gentle 

rain anymore - and the heat, when it comes it is so oppressive, really, it just knocks you. 

[….] Here is where the drought killed that field out. And when you go out there the fields 

are completely water logged you can’t even walk there. It’s crazy. We now have reeds 

growing on fields because of all the wetness. One extreme to the other” – James17  

This sentiment was echoed throughout the interviews. A second farmer, a conventional cash 

cropper, put it as follows: 

- “Well normally we are pretty good up here. We get those times of heavy rains generally 

speaking, you know usually you get them - last year we couldn’t get a heavy dew (never 

mind rain) - it was wild. And then this year is like - two hundred-year anomalies back to 

back - I mean that’s just doesn’t happen. Obviously, it shouldn’t happen for 100 years […] 

But I mean I have never seen - I have never seen (that I recall) rain fall from one 

                                                 
17 Names of research participants are invented pseudonyms to protect the identify of research participants 
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concession to the next completely differently. We’ll get rained out on a farm and drive to 

another one and there we got nothing - I’ve never seen that so dramatic - And I mean I 

know it can happen, but this year seems to be just every time it rains that’s what you get. 

It’s all or nothing.” - Edward 

A large part of the interviews was spent talking about the details of these extreme weather 

events and how they impact the farming operations. Further details of those findings will be 

presented as part of the section on adaptation, below. Aside from extreme weather events, a few 

of the research participants also articulated a shift in the seasons that they have observed: 

- “You know - for the maple syrup - we now need to be ready for the maple syrup season in 

February, not March. It used to be - well, you never used to get worried about needing to 

tap before the first of March. Well, these days runs happen in the second or third week of 

February. If you are not ready for it, you have missed part of the season.” - Bill 

Presumably the sensitivity and awareness of the shoulder seasons is heightened with farmers 

that farm crops particularly sensitive to, or active in the, shoulder seasons, such as maple syrup 

farmers, though conventional farmers also notice changes in season length. Another long-term 

farmer, growing cash crops conventionally, also mentioned observing a shift in the growing 

season in their lifetime: 

- “We have changed also with our cropping: the corn that’s out there we can harvest right 

till the end of the year basically, if there isn’t too much snow fall. Years ago, that would 

never have been thought of. When I say Thanksgiving is sort of the point everything had 

to be done - that meant everything. You just didn’t plan on going back to the fields after 

that point in time anymore. That’s history - it was done, the year was done. So as weather 

changes, as farming evolves, we can adapt quite rapidly.” – John & Jane 
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 Another conventional animal and livestock farmer made the same observation: 

- “As a young fella - I went to school locally. Our school would participate in the Norwood 

Fair, which is this Thanksgiving weekend. We’d walk in a parade and each school would. 

You’d have your ribbons and all that kind of stuff. There were many years - year after 

year – where you’d wear a thick coat because it was snowing. It would be very cold and 

wet. That hasn’t happened for many years. So, the seasons have lengthened. This year is a 

one-off I would say. September was very warm in comparison to the thirty-year average. 

It all - I guess if you look at year to year you can get very concerned about it. If you look 

at the long term it has gradually - the seasons have become a bit longer.” – Mike & Mary 

 The fact that severe weather events occurred over the last growing seasons was 

unanimously acknowledged by all eight research participants. When asked about other observed 

changes some farmers (five of the eight) mentioned the changing length of growing season (the 

shifting of shoulder seasons quoted above). A third factor in shifting weather that was mentioned 

in some interviews was that winters have been milder and that there seems to be less snow now 

than there used to be. One research participant, an unconventional vegetable farmer, talked about 

the impact that a mild winter has on the farm in terms of pests:  

- “And then also the winter before that growing season it had been very very mild. So then 

you don’t have the cold temperatures killing off the eggs - That was the first year where I 

was like – oh - that’s a really bad combination. When you have these really stressed plants 

- and that was the same last year. It was a really mild winter and we had this super dry 

summer and the pest pressure was intense. So, that’s a very bad recipe” - Elizabeth 

 The loss of snow over the course of many winters was mentioned by three interviewees, 

as articulated by a conventional feed and livestock farmer: 
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- “Oh yeah – the weather has changed dramatically. I mean, when I was a kid we used to 

start snowmobiles before Christmas and you could drive anywhere it didn’t matter. I 

mean, when my mom and dad were younger, they snowmobiled – that was a big thing to 

do ‘cause you just drive over all the fences ‘cause they’re covered in snow, and you didn’t 

hurt anything cause they’re was so much snow. That has changed a lot.” – Mike & Mary 

 To answer the first preliminary question of whether farmers around Peterborough, 

Ontario, are noticing changes in the growing conditions on their farms the interview data is 

unambiguous. Farmers are noticing changes in the frequency and severity of unusual weather 

events, the length of growing seasons, as well as the warming of winters and loss of snow.  

 

Changes Attributed to Climate Change – Interviews 
 

Are the research participants attributing observed extreme weather events detailed above to 

climate change? That is a more complex question to answer, as responses by interviewees were 

quite varied. Attributions fell into three categories: 1) changes are significant, but they could be 

natural 2) climate change is real, but I’m not sure how much it’s affecting Peterborough 3) 

climate change is real and the observed changes in growing conditions are related to climate 

change. The majority of respondents (four out of eight) fell into the first category, and the rest 

were equally split between category two and three (two each). What follows below is one quote 

from each interview participant outlining their views on whether observed changes in growing 

conditions are due to climate change.  

1) Changes are significant, but they could be natural 

 

-  “Well, it’s got to be something. Something’s changed. But, is it to do with human 

interference? Is it natural? I think it’s a bit of everything. I’m sure the way the human race 
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goes about things is not helping the planet. But then again you do get fluctuations in the 

climate naturally. You get ice ages and everything else. Yeah – it’s difficult to say if it’s 

all man-made this problem. Or whether part of it is natural…. Naturally occurring. But 

yeah – everything is extreme now. You don’t get those days a few days warm around 25-

26 degrees and then a little bit of rain. You get those days where it goes up to 28–32 and 

things like that. And then you get an all mighty thunderstorm and then 4-5 inches of rain, 

instead of just a little bit of rain. We notice everything is extreme” - James 

- “Well, weather is always kind of crazy. I guess I look at long term -  hold on - how was 

this landscape formed? Well -  there was an ice age and there was climate change then. 

So, the climate is always changing. Whether its natural, man-made, you know - there is 

not much I can do about it, personally, so you make do with whatever you have got. And 

you adjust what you can do to what is available - it’s been changing for millions of years. 

And it’s going to keep changing. Whether it’s because we are burning fossil fuels, or we 

have a great big hole in the atmosphere because of the air-conditioning Freon. Ugh - 

Personally there is not much I can do about it.” – Mike & Mary 

-  “Well -  I mean - Yeah these two years have been back to back extremes. Dry and wet. 

Were probably most obvious and extreme ones. but you know -  I don’t know if it was 

ever perfect year [laughter] - dry spells, warm spells - wish it would warm up, wish it 

would cool down -  you know - they say farmers are always complaining about the 

weather. It’s never quite right. Yeah -  we were pretty on it last year. That turned into such 

a crazy - but you know -  I know that things are changing, and there’s proof all over. But I 

also see - when I look at the highs and lows and most rain falls in history - it’s like 1872 
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whatever it was like 35 degrees right on this day - like I think there’s always gonna be 

crazy weather” – Bill 

- “So… yes. As I’ve said: the climate has been changing and I often say: at one time, if we 

lived a million years ago, we would have been sitting on an iceberg at this point. Right 

here. So, to say that this is all of a sudden - we have climate change. I have difficulty in 

buying into that. Having said that the climate has changed. I’ll underscore a number of 

times that we need to be a lot more responsible with our resources. Regardless of if you 

call it “climate change” or “the norm” or “not the norm” it really doesn’t matter. We 

need to be more responsible for our resources. That I want to be quoted on for sure. With 

the climate changing – if we can adapt from a drought year to a year like this - and we 

did - we will be ok “– John & Jane 

2) Climate change is real, but I’m not sure how much it’s affecting Peterborough 

 

- “Yeah. I’m not a climate scientist. But I definitely believe that climate change is real and 

that it is affecting a lot of people around the world in huge and significant ways. So, it’s 

not – Yeah - I definitely think it is likely, very likely. But I don’t pour over studies, and I 

don’t look at the data. So, I can’t speak to that in a terribly confident way. But, I mean it 

has been extremely different in the last couple of years. And then you speak to - is it in 

Calgary that they had the droughts? - so, it just seems - like there is very little - it’s just 

chaotic” - Elizabeth 

- “I’m not a doubter of climate change but I don’t think -  I don’t feel like it’s happening so 

much here yet -  I know things are melting. I think - I just feel like it will be ok for a 

while - for how long I don’t know.” - Sally 

3) Climate change is real and the observed changes in growing conditions are related to climate 

change 
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- Now people might quote global warming… I’m not a fan of that word. Climate change I 

almost 100% guarantee is happening” - Edward 

- “Well, obviously I believe there is climate change and extreme weather coming from that. 

I think farmers, above any other profession, have always been susceptible to changes in 

the weather. We work in a seasonal rotation, the job has great seasonality to it, but when 

so much of your life and what you’re doing is dependent on heat and rain and sun and 

cold you’re sensitive to it. It has a high impact. And I guess we just need to face things as 

they come, and be prepared to pivot to change, to ask why, to research, and carry on as 

long as we can” - Michael 

 Though these quotes may appear as a slightly unnecessary list of perspectives I decided 

to share one quote from each interviewee, to show the diversity and richness of perspective and 

articulation of the different farmers. Interestingly, the attribution and opinions of the farmers had 

little to no bearing on their adaptation behaviors. Regardless of opinion, every single farmer 

interviewed has made changes to their farming operation as a consequence of the severe weather 

events experienced over the last years. Also, not one of the interviewed farmers was of the 

opinion that the weather has been stable and consistent – there was strong consensus that 

growing seasons have brought new and unexpected challenges in recent years.  

 

Adaptation – Interviews 
 

The third, and final, preliminary consideration for this research is whether farmers are engaging 

in adaptation practices in response to observed changes in growing conditions. The interviews, 

the mapping prompt, and farm tours, that were all part of the research, generated rich discussion 

and insights into adaptation practices that farmers are engaging in. As mentioned above, every 
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farmer has made changes to his/her farm in response to extreme weather events. There are a wide 

range of adaptation behaviors that were identified by research participants, stretching the gamut 

from structural to surface. To remind the reader of the definition of adaptation previously 

discussed: for the purpose of this research we orient along the IPCC definition of adaptation. 

“Adaptation: Adjustment in natural or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic 

stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities (IPCC, 

2001a)” (IPCC, 2007). Furthermore, the distinction between incremental and transformational 

adaptation presented by Rickards & Howden (2012), outlined in the first chapter of this thesis, is 

a useful framework through which to structure adaptation responses identified from the research 

data.  

 Structural adaptations are profound and deep adaptations that fundamentally change the farm 

and/or the farming operation. Rickards & Howden (2012) would consider these adaptations to be 

transformational adaptations as they are high-level changes intentionally designed to address the 

challenges of climate change. Examples of structural adaptation in the data include, but are not 

limited to, (1) establishing a farm that is entirely designed to be an adaptation away from 

traditional models of animal husbandry towards a sustainable agricultural limited grazing 

operation, (2) changing the physical contours of the land to shape water flow, storage, and 

absorption, and (3) establishing a resilient marketing economy around the farm business. An 

example from the data, as articulated by an unconventional vegetable farmer, illustrates (3): 

- “Yeah. I think - a lot of how we learned. How we were taught. Was coming from a place 

of – um - wanting to make farms more resilient. So, the whole concept of the CSA and 

having a lot of diversity on your farm. All of that just helps with the inherent 

uncertainties of farming and weather. So those things we have always done. We have 
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always believed in. But as the weather becomes more and more extreme we really see the 

value in those elements of our business. So, with the CSA model where you have a 

bunch, a lot of your customers taking that risk with you, they are putting in money up-

front, that just helps no matter what comes at you. So, we won’t ever, I don’t think, leave 

that model of farming, though sometimes it is tempting. It really does provide a lot of 

security.”- Elizabeth 

Mid-range adaptations are adaptations that are adaptations that require a substantial 

investment in thought, resources, and risk, but do not necessitate changes to the high-level 

approach with which the farmer engages with the farm. According to Rickards & Howden 

(2012), these would be considered superficial adaptations. Examples from the data include (1) 

dredging dams and building greenhouses (2) installing tile drainage, and (3) changing the scale 

of the farming operation. A description of the process of dredging the farm dam by an 

unconventional vegetable farmer is as follows: 

- “There was a pond here. I had it dredged when we first bought the place. So, that got all 

the silt and all the stuff that had grown in a lot. It’s not spring fed, but it collects a lot in 

the rain and in the spring runoff. But when it dried up again in this fall I had it dug again. 

Super deeper! I pointed out this area to him that never freezes up in the winter. So, 

there’s gotta be something - there’s movement there. So, he went really hard in that spot 

and this year it’s been great. It has gone down - and we have been irrigating, but not a lot. 

It’s super clear and cold. Cold water! So, I’m thinking there’s gotta be a spring that’s 

slowly trickling in. Even after he did it - it filled and it wasn’t raining tons last fall. Every 

day it was my favourite thing to do - I tried not to look too often. I even tried to wait a 
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day between looking. I’d mark it where - and it would be more and more. It is something! 

I hope - you know - it’s not a gusher - but it’s something.” – Sally 

Both the structural and mid-range adaptations illustrate how adaptations can build systems 

and infrastructure that increases the farm’s long-term resilience and ability to deal with 

unexpected events. Furthermore, structural adaptations allow the farmer to make intentional 

decisions about where to build resilience and where the farm can tolerate vulnerability. Diversity 

was cited by six out of the eight farmers are being particularly important in building resilience to 

weather extremes. A focus on diversity in terms of land types, land location, crop use, and crop 

types were mentioned frequently. For example: 

- “I have never put all my eggs in one basket. I’ve never said “I’ll just do the feed lot, or 

I’ll only do the cow-calf”. So, when things change, like when the BSE hit, we’ve built up 

the herd some. But now, I should really build it back up because I’ve taken over the 

neighbor’s farm. It’s like - ok here is an opportunity!” - Bill 

Or: 

- “We always plant a lot more than we need. That’s why - its nice having farms that are 

spread around in different geographic areas because you’ve got different soil types. Some 

of them are easier to get on in wet than others. Like our land near “L”. We had all of that 

seeded - and that’s grown really well -  we had that seeded maybe five or six weeks 

before anything around here.” - James 

Alongside diversity the need for a flexible problem-solving attitude was also cited as a major 

source of resilience for farmers:  

- “Oh no. The schedule has been thrown out the window. We started in the spring with 

plan A and plan B, plan C, with what we think we might do. I think now I’m down to 
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plan double A or double B. its just -  you’re gonna do this or you’re gonna do that – our 

plans keep changing.” - Edward 

 A third factor that built farm resilience, cited as essential by four out of the eight farmers, 

was controlling how and where they brought their farming product to market: 

- “We utilize everything ourselves. If we couldn’t get a crop of sorghum in early we would 

put it in late. Hopefully we will get something off it. But, we are feeding everything - we 

are not dependent on an open market for selling. Like, if you’ve got wheat that is rain 

damaged, it got fusarium or something, and it’s not a good clean crop the markets will 

hammer you for it when you try and sell it. But we can put it through our mill and feed it 

to the pigs.” - James 

Or: 

 

- “We’re increasingly moving away from the open market system towards direct retailing 

as much as we can. We’ve opened a small store and where possible we’re directly raising 

our own beef and our own pork and selling it to customers. We don’t want to rely on the 

volatility of the markets. As well, we sell breeding cattle.  So, basically, we can set our 

own price that way we know what we are growing towards” – Michael 

The research data unearthed some protective measures that farmers can put into place to 

allow them to better weather unexpected circumstances. These included diversification, an 

adaptable attitude, and control over where the product is being sold.  

Finally, surface changes are agile adaptations that can quickly and relatively easily be 

implemented in response to unexpected events. A few examples of surface adaptations 

encountered in this research are (1) crop diversification and/or changes is crop rotation and/or 

varieties grown, (2) installing irrigation and/or changing the format of irrigation, (3) changes in 
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the use of machinery to accommodate changes in soil. To illustrate agile changes in crop-rotation 

consider the quote below, from conventional cash crop farmer:  

- “So, during the winter you plan because you’re buying seed to go into the spring. You 

have your fields figured out in terms of acres and everything. This spring, as wet as it 

was, we had to make choices. There were fields we couldn’t get on because of the 

moisture. So, we had to choose other fields for the corn. The corn is the first crop to go 

in. The soybeans follow after that. We had to change fields - We just went to each field 

and looked at it. Regardless of the crop that was there last year - the driest field we 

needed to get the corn in by an optimal time, to mature enough, so that in fall it will be 

ready for harvest. So, we just went from field to field and looked what field could be 

planted in, and put the corn in. That’s what we did” – John & Jane 

From a pasture perspective, an unconventional livestock and feed farmer, described his 

implementation of agile change to immediate stress as follows: 

- “So, the flip side of the coin is that we’ve had an extremely wet year. If we would have 

grazed that site earlier this year it would have just turned to mud. They would have 

pounded it into mud and then it would be no good for the rest of the year. So, we saved it, 

stockpiled it until now. And that’s been our response to extreme wetness, is to go off our 

perfect system and follow the contours of the land. Graze a higher ground in the wet time 

and return to lower wet ground as the year dried up.” - Michael 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide interviewee quotes on all the creative and 

thoughtful adaptation that are being implemented. For a comprehensive list of the adaptation 

behaviors engaged in by research participants see Appendix D – Codes and Indicators 

“Adaptation”.  
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The academic literature, and the IPCC publications, are clear that adaptation refers to 

behavior adjustment in response to climate change related pressures. In conducting this research, 

the interviews and data show that from the farmer’s perspective on adaptation is substantially 

more complex. Climate related adaptations are not readily isolated from other adaptations. 

Farmers respond to a vast number of stresses, and climate related pressures is only one of these. 

In the context of considering the future of her farm, one unconventional vegetable farmer 

expressed frustration in the work involved in creating economic stability: 

- “I don’t know what the solutions are, but there is a lot of external pressure, even outside 

of climate, and you’d think with all those stresses the community would rally around you 

and make that experience of sharing your bounty easy.” – Elizabeth  

For many farmers there is a feeling that of all the stressors that they respond to extreme 

weather and larger climactic shifts are both the least predictable and the pressures they have the 

least influence over: 

- “Sometimes consultants and agriculture people -  sort of - what’s the right word - I guess 

what they sell is a bit of a fear system. The way they write - the farmer is sitting there 

thinking, yeah maybe it’s gonna be an issue. You’re sort of constantly under stress. My 

advice is: there’s nothing that we could have done as an agriculture community, as 

individual farmers, with the weather this year. If you’ve done everything in your part of 

the program - the corn, the length of heat units that you grew, put it on the prober soil so 

it wasn’t mucked in, if you did everything to the best of your ability the rest is left up to 

nature. Sometimes it’s not dealt real nicely, and other times it does, but it’s not a wash. I 

guess anxiety is never - it does factor in, but it has never changed anything. I could sit 
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here and be very nervous about the corn crop that’s going to come off. Yeah, I suppose 

you could, but I don’t think its gonna solve the issue” - Edward 

Consequently, the conscious focus of adaptation behavior is frequently another stress factor, 

such as economic and time pressures, immediate animal welfare, and water management through 

drainage and irrigation.  

Alongside specific adaptation behaviors there was also a surprisingly consistent sentiment of 

confidence and optimism as regards to the agricultural sector’s ability to adapt to extreme 

weather events and changing climates. This optimism didn’t correlate with the previously 

discussed attribution of changes in weather to climate change. Thus, farmers of all different 

attributions, and levels of belief in the reality and immediacy of climate change, felt a strong 

sense of resilience. One research participant, an unconventional livestock and feed farmer, was 

particularly articulate about farmers’ ability to adapt to new challenges:  

- “There certainly seems to be volatility - greater fluctuations in weather. We’ve seen it 

obviously in the last two years. The last two years were strong examples of dryness, heat, 

wetness. We had a very hot dry September, very cool August. So there just seems to be 

volatility.  People used to be able to time their harvests by the week of the year because 

the weather was relatively the same. Now, with that being said… I’m a historian and I’ve 

worked a lot with local farmers diaries that go back to the 1870’s up to 1910 and there 

was extreme weather then. There were late cold frosts into late May early June, there 

were hot dry conditions where the forests were all burning around them. There were all 

kinds of things that we don’t necessarily remember or that weren’t recorded. Although 

not the same as maybe what we’re seeing now, it can encourage you to see that maybe 

people have dealt with these things before” - Michael 
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This sense of resilience and adaptability was echoed by many interviewees. One of the 

interviewees, a conventional cash crop farmer, provided his perspective of continued agricultural 

progress: 

- “Well right off the bat I’ll say weather change, climate change, is on-going. I have no 

concerns that agriculture, not just us, but agriculture, will adapt to that. Will there be 

challenges along the way? There always has been! And there always will be. We need to 

be more responsible with the resources we have. We notice that in the way we used to 

farm, because that’s what we knew back then, for example: plowing. That was the norm. 

It was done for 100 years. But as we progress we saw the damage that that was doing - 

too much tillage, the breakdown of the bacteria, the glue that holds the soil together, the 

worm activity, and all the good stuff that happens in the soil. As we are learning more 

and more about soil structure and how to respect that more we’re gonna probably change. 

We may, 5 or 10 years from now, look back and think “We did that back in 2017!? We 

should have never even considered that!” But we’re today, we are talking about what 

we’re doing today and what we know today. It’s a moving target.” - Edward 

A second conventional cash crop farmer used the following words to describe a similar 

thought: 

- “Beyond that - because it’s a gradual thing - I don’t know about the rest of the society, 

but as farmers we can adapt. There’s enough technology, enough information, out there 

that is at the ready in case of one way or the other in extremes. The infrastructure that is 

in place in north America - across the world - The pioneer companies and companies of 

that kind - they have the connections to move seed around to where they need it when 

they need it. So, we can adapt relatively easy. Last year drought this year - you know - 
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very wet. If we can adapt in a back to back year like that farmers can adapt over a longer 

time.” – John & Jane 

To what farmers attributed the sense of agricultural resilience, however, differed greatly 

amongst interviewees. Some farmers felt confident in their ability to adapt by changing plant and 

machine technology. Other farmers pointed to the diversity inherent in their farm as a major 

confidence-inducing protective measure. A third reason cited for this confidence was the 

farmer’s ability to read the situation and respond appropriately. There were however also farmers 

that, alongside this sense of resilience, pointed to specific areas of their farm as being 

particularly vulnerable. These vulnerable areas are considered not able to adapt to climate change 

related pressures without major and immediate large-scale intervention. For example, consider 

this interview segment from a research participant who is both a conventional cash crop farmer 

and a maple farmer: 

- What do you think the sugar bush will be like in the future? “I’m hoping it’s still there. 

There’s a bug, the Asian Long-horned Beetle - and there was an outbreak in Toronto. It 

came in on the wood pallets from Asia. And so basically, I know that was 10 years ago. 

There was a huge outcry and they were gonna cut all our trees down. In that area where 

the outbreak was. Well the options are: you lose your trees, or we lose all the maples and 

the maple syrup because that bug just loves maple trees.  You know, it’s sweet, so it kills 

all the maples. Now there’s an outbreak in the States and I don’t know how fast its 

coming - I don’t know if they’re doing things to stop the thing or if they’re just slowing it 

down but it’s a concern. Now we’re watching: is it coming, is it coming? How fast? Do I 

think it’s inevitable? I would say yes, it’s inevitable. Unless there’s a technology or 

another bug that will eat that bug and something that can save the trees, or there’s 
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someway to say this is a sugar bush so we will do something to save it and sacrifice the 

trees around the fence bottom” - Bill 

 To answer the final preliminary consideration question: are farmers adapting to climate 

change related pressures on their farms? The answer to this question is: Yes, interviewed farmers 

are all engaging in adaptation ranging from structural, to mid-range, to surface levels on-farm 

changes. There are areas of particular vulnerability, such as pest pressures, that seem too large an 

issue for a farmer to tackle on their own. For the most part, however, interviewed farmers display 

a strong confidence in their ability to adapt to future climate change pressures.  

 

 

Adaptation & Knowledge Exchange  
 

Introduction 
 

Having addressed the preliminary considerations, we now turn to the central research question of 

how farmers are sharing knowledge about climate change adaptation. As discussed in the 

methods section, this is a grounded theory research study, which means that interview data is 

coded and sorted to generate a theory (grounded in the interview data) about the educational 

processes at hand. First, we will consider the process by which farmers learn to engage in 

adaptation behaviors. Second, we will turn to how knowledge exchange of adaptation behavior 

occurs amongst farmers in Central East Ontario. As outlined in the methods section, research 

data was generated through eight on-farm semi-structured interviews. The resulting interview 

transcripts were coded into categories and sub-categories through predominantly in-situ codes 

and indicators. The result of this coding process is a structured arrangement of the most relevant 

and frequently occurring thoughts articulated by research participants. Grounded research is 

theory generative. To advance a theoretical model, qualitative data is coded in a process called 
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“axial coding”. In axial coding the code that drives the educational process is centred, and other 

relevant codes are set in relation. Please see the research methods for an in-depth description of 

grounded theory methods and methodology, as well as a graphic representation (Figure 2 & 3) of 

the codes and categories that emerged from the data.  

 The theory that this qualitative research study advances is that farmers learn to adapt 

through experimentation and experience. The knowledge gained through this experimentation 

process is shared throughout farming networks, both through informal education and non-

institutional formal education. Which type of knowledge exchange the farmer is predominantly 

exposed to depends on their farming practices. See Figure 2 (Learning to Adapt) and Figure 3 

(Adaptation Knowledge Exchange) below for a graphic representation of the theories advanced 

by this research. What follows is an explanation and elaboration on these theoretical models.  

 

Theory – Learning to Adapt 
 

When looking at how farmers are learning to make adaptive changes on their farms I asked 

interview participants what gave them the confidence and the knowledge to implement the 

specific adaptations that were described in the course of the interview. The most frequent and 

emphatic answer received from farmers was that they experimented and / or drew on previous 

experience. Consequently “experience and experimentation” was centred as the axial code in the 

theory model of how farmers learn to adapt. Six out of the eight farmers interviewed grew up in 

a farming family. The experience and confidence to experiment that comes with a life-long 

exposure to farming was referenced by each one of these farmers as central to their adaptation 

decisions. This data was coded as “learning from family” in the coding process. Indicators for 

this code included references to growing up on a farm, the decision to farm the same breed 
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and/or crop as the parents did, and as having a deep connection to agriculture “the dirt is in your 

blood”. Experimentation was born out of the confidence that comes from experience. It was 

referenced by every one of the eight farmers interviewed, and coded as “learning through 

experimentation” and comprised of indicators such as “trial and error”, “big changes happen in 

small steps”, local knowledge, testing a principle, and “some things can’t be taught”. The sense 

of profound connection with the farm was central to the farmers confidence in experimentation. 

As expressed by a conventional cash-crop farmer: 

- “I’d say it is learning, but it’s also something that is in a person and sometimes that can’t 

be learned. I guess to describe it a bit – it’s like a musician that can play an instrument, 

and somebody that isn’t musically qualified, can appreciate it but would never be able to 

do things with an instrument like somebody that is inherently wired to play an 

instrument. That’s the different gifts that we are given - to do different things.” – John & 

Jane 

Another research participant, an unconventional animal and feed farmer, described the same 

feeling as follows: 

- “You’re in tune with them [cattle], you know where they are at -  sickness, health. You 

know where the land’s at. But to make all this work, you kinda need discipline. You need 

to be there everyday to watch it. Which, some people would rather have their jobs in 

town and let their cattle go six months” – Michael  
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 The “experience and experimentation” category is experienced as a profound connection 

with the land and animals, but one that doesn’t occur on its own – it comes with a lifetime of 

work, dedication, and observation.  

Figure 2 – Learning to Adapt 

 

 

In the axial code theory of how farmers learn to adapt the causal condition is “pressures”. This 

refers to the different stresses that farmers identified as motivating a change in their farming 

practices. As discussed previously, not all pressures identified by farmers are unambiguously 

climate change related, as stresses manifest in a multitude of forms on farms. Furthermore, 

climate change related stresses may not immediately appear to be climate change related. 

Causality is not a simple thing to infer. The data was coded to encapsulate all stresses farmers 

identified in the category of “pressures”. This is the category of data that caused the farmers to 
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experiment. The “pressures” code was identified by indicators such as economic pressures, pests, 

environmental pressures, soil health and loss thereof, and windows of opportunity. Water related 

pressures and adaptations were the single most impactful stressor discussed by farmers, both in 

terms of frequency and length. Consequently, water related stresses and adaptations were coded 

with their own code “water”. For a full list of indicators see Appendix D – Codes and Indicators 

“Adaptation”. For example, here is a quote by an unconventional animal and feed farmer talking 

about the environmental pressures he has faced on his farm relating to water in recent years: 

- “You can’t - if you can’t get on the fields there is nothing you can do. And if you put the 

crops in and they rot - what’s the point of putting them there in the first place. Like last 

year they didn’t grow because there was no moisture. And this year they just rot.” - James 

Despite the apparent resignation of this farmer, he actually did quite a bit to adapt to these 

pressures. He prioritized planting fields that could be planted, avoiding those that couldn’t. He 

also planted new crops (with shorter maturation time) in areas that had been water-logged in the 

beginning of the season.  

 Thus, stressors create the causal condition for experimentation. The type and extent of 

experimentation a farmer engages in is influenced by the intervening conditions of “farming 

practices”, “interest groups”, and “informal education”. Intervening conditions are those that 

strongly influence the experimentation and experience, but do not necessarily provoke it. The 

code “farming practices” arose from farmers describing what they grow on their farm and how 

they do so. Indicators for this code were crops, agricultural practices, custom work, machines, 

and more.  This code influences experimentation, as it determines what kind of experimentation 

is available to the farmer. For example, a cash-crop farmer that uses big farming equipment will 
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have access to a different set of adaptations to waterlogged fields than a small vegetable farmer 

that primarily uses human labour.  

The two other intervening conditions that play a large role in farmer experimentation are 

“interest groups” and “informal education”. These two codes influence what experimentation the 

farmer is able to conceive of, as they are the major sources of new information and ideas that 

farmers are exposed to. The category “interest groups” represents agricultural business and 

professionals that have a financial stake in the decisions the farmer makes. Indicators for this 

category are seed companies, machine manufacturers, chemical companies, and agricultural 

professionals such as custom farmers, contractors, and truck drivers. These interest groups either 

sell to, work for, or buy from the farmers, in the process of which they influence decisions made 

on-farm. The code “informal education” represents knowledge shared through social channels. 

Code indicators are: farmers’ markets, meetings, farm shows, apprenticeships and more. The 

codes “interest groups” and “informal education will be addressed in greater detail in the 

knowledge exchange theory below.   

Experimentation strategies used were coded as “adaptation”, which have been discussed 

in detail previously. They are the means by which experimentation is implemented. The result of 

the adaptation implementation is change to agricultural practice, land use, and infrastructure. 

Research participants navigate this process of learning to adapt in the context of government 

policies, certification bodies, and risk. Each one of these three code categories shaped the 

thinking and physical ability of farmers to implement adaptation experiments.  

The code “role of government” was used as a label for all conversations regarding 

government policies and practices as they relate to the research participant’s farming operation. 

Indicators for this code were OMAFRA, government, policy, and taxes. Not a single farmer that 
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was interviewed had a concrete example of accessing supports from the government. One farmer 

was aware that grants were available but had not been able to access them herself. Another 

farmer was aware that there is disaster relief funding that would be available in the case of 

disaster level weather events.  Other interviewees expressed their experiences of government 

information as being outdated, that policies are disruptive and punitive, and that farmers carry 

the burden of policies but do not receive any support from the government. Specifically referring 

to carbon tax and carbon credits, one interviewee articulated that, though he is subject to the 

carbon tax, he did not receive any support for transitioning to lower GHG emission practices by 

switching form traditional tilling to no-till methods: 

- “No. they’ve got this carbon tax in and there’s talk of “there’s gonna be carbon credits 

and if you do things right you’ll get money back”. Well, so far everybody pays money to 

the government but there doesn’t seem to be any of that money coming back if you’re 

sequestering carbon back in your ground. At one point it was like “ok, there’s this carbon 

tax going in and you do reduce tillage then you’ll get some credits”. Well, can we take 

these credits and sell them? And get income? Well so far, no! All the money is going 

elsewhere and it’s like -why are we doing that? It’s just costing us money and it’s not 

helping us as an area.” – Mike & Mary 

There were strong opinions expressed about government in general during the interviews, 

as well as more cautious and moderate opinions. The research participants were a diverse set of 

people with very diverse opinions and experiences. However, none of them expressed a sense of 

being supported by the government, nor did they have any specific examples of being able to 

access government support on their farms (both in general terms, and specifically relating to 
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climate change adaptation). Consequently, all farmers interviewed expressed the fact that they 

are carrying the risks, benefits, and expenses of pro-environmental decisions on their own.  

The third contextual consideration in adaptation is risk. Experimenting and trying new 

things comes with inherent risk. If farmers are going to be climate responsive and able to adapt 

to a changing climate, they will have to be able to take risks. But, risks without substantial 

support can be difficult to engage in. As articulated by one interviewee: 

- “When things are going well - it’s -  yeah - there is way more confidence in taking risks 

and being experimental. When things start to feel a lot more stressful you just want to be 

conservative and do what’s safe. So, part of it is that we have been doing well for several 

years. And that we have been feeling confident. But yeah - as weather becomes more 

extreme and our seasons aren’t going smoothly I’m finding myself less creative and less 

competent to take those risks and to be experimental.” - Elizabeth 

How society supports farmers through this process of adaptation and experimentation is a 

major cause for consideration when thinking about an agricultural future shaped by the 

uncertainty and chaos of a changing climate.  

To illustrate how this theory model plays in a concrete situation, take for example the 

case of a non-conventional cattle and feed farmer: 

- “So, where does that go toward climate change? I think, um, water source. We saw the 

high pressures on water last summer. Harshest drought weather here possibly in over 100 

years and our well failed. Nice new well, spent all sorts of money building, digging. And 

all this system, our thousands of dollars, it failed. But we didn’t want to give up on the 

system. What we could do is just let the cattle go to where there was water.  The stream 

over there, we have a nice river around the back. But they would wreck it - For 3 months 
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last year we were filling water tanks from water reservoirs on the farm, pumped them on 

the truck, and drove the truck to the cattle. Hours and hours every day of wasted time that 

could otherwise be used profitably, was used delivering water to the cattle to maintain 

our unique system. So, so that was a lot of work - it was frustrating, it was tiring, burning 

lots of gas and a lot of time. Probably the day I felt that if we were going to make it 

through this drought I had this stream, creek that goes through there - we were about to 

cut through the brush and lay 100 feet or more of water line to pump up to the cattle. We 

were able to graze following that water line. That saved a lot of time. Our system wasn’t 

perfect, but we were ok - Anyways, the ability to use natural water sources without 

damaging them, I found to be our saving grace” – Michael 

 There are some individual differences between the farmers in the extent to which they 

respond to stress adaptively or protectively. In this passage the farmer describes the pressures he 

encountered (drought and a well that dried up), how he experimented with different solutions 

(from trucking water, to reading his land to be able to lay water lines), and how these 

experimentations were informed by the intervening condition of his farming practices 

(commitment to maintaining natural water supplies). Through the process of experimentation, he 

landed on concrete adaptation strategies (making some compromises in farming system, without 

damaging natural water supplies, to be able to bring water to his cattle), resulting in a change in 

agricultural practices that allowed him to adapt to severe drought conditions (being able to 

provide clean water to cattle without unsustainable input of labour). As illustrated by this 

example, the grounded theory model presented delineates the process by which farmers learn to 

adapt to on-farm stresses. The following section will build on this model to put forward a theory 

on how farmers exchange adaptation knowledge.  
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Theory – Adaptation Knowledge Exchange 
 

The theory advanced by this thesis is that farmers exchange adaptation knowledge through 

informal and non-institutional formal education channels. Which educational process a farmer is 

more likely to access depends upon the type of farm they operate. Thus, the “causal condition” 

for knowledge exchange is the farming practice. As outlined in the methods section, research 

participants were classified as either “conventional” or “unconventional” farmers, based on the 

code “farming practice”. Indicators for this code were farming practices, crops, animals, 

marketing, and machines. Farms were labeled “conventional” when the core of their agricultural 

operation was: cultivating a large area rotation of a single crop and/or livestock, using well-

known farming machines and practices, making use of main-stream agricultural inputs and seeds, 

maintaining a long-time agricultural tradition, and/ or selling agricultural products in mainstream 

channels. Farms were labeled “unconventional” when the core of the agriculture operation was: 

engaging in experimental and/or rare agricultural practices, growing crops and/or livestock that 

other farmers do not, and/or selling to niche markets. Thus, the causal condition for knowledge 

exchange is the approach with which farmers build and operate their farm.  

When isolating the axial code for knowledge exchange it became clear that the data codes 

used could be appropriately represented within Scribner & Cole’s (1972) framework definitions 

distinguishing between formal and informal education (as mentioned in the introductory 

chapter). The three categories of education that Scribner & Cole (1972) proposed are: informal 

education, non-institutional formal education, and formal education. What follows is an 

explanation as to how the research data maps onto this structure  
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The distinguishing characteristics of informal learning is that it happens incidentally to 

everyday activities (Scribner & Cole, 1972). Knowledge exchange codes emerging from the 

research data that are best represented by informal education include: learning from family, 

informal education, and learning from friends and neighbours. Indicators that comprise the code 

“learning from family” include growing up on a farm, farming family, and heritage. The code 

“informal education” is comprised of indicators such as travel and work, casual labour, 

mentorships, and research (magazines and internet). The code “learning from friends and 

neighbours” include indicators such as neighbours, friends, and networking. Thus, interview data 

in which research participants indicated learning and/or teaching family, friends, and strangers in 

everyday settings that are not structured and organized, is coded as “informal education”. 

The code “non-institutional formal education” refers to organized educational activities that 

do not occur through an educational institution. This category is comprised of the codes learning 

from interest groups, and non-institutional formal education. The code “interest groups” was 

constructed with indicators such as seed companies, machine manufacturers, and grain elevators. 

“Non-institutional formal education” was constructed with indicators such as apprenticeships, 

associations (e.g. Soil and Crop Association), and unions (e.g. National Farmers Union).  

The code “formal education” also arose out of the data through indicators such as universities 

and colleges. This code was a minor code, as none of the interviewees placed a lot of 

significance on their formal education (if they had gone through any education beyond high 

school).  With the awareness of the composition of categories presented above, consider the 

theory model presented in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3 – Adaptation Knowledge Exchange 

 

 

 The causal condition in the educational process of how farmers exchange information 

about climate change adaptation is the type of farm they operate. Conventional farmers have 

access to more (and put substantially more emphasis on the importance) non-institutional formal 

education. Farmers that engage in unconventional farming practices rely a lot more on informal 

education channels to share information and exchange ideas. Conventional and unconventional 

farmers mostly follow different learning paths in the theory model, from causal condition 

through to consequence.   

 Overall the conventional farmers interviewed for this research study described having 

varied resources to draw on in learning, and a variety of avenues to share their experiences.  
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Interest groups and associations are the two major non-institutional formal education resources 

accessed by conventional farmers. As illustrated above, interest groups consist of companies and 

certification bodies that have a stake in the outcome of the farmer decision. Examples of these 

interest groups are seed companies, seed stores, and machine manufacturers. When asked where 

to learn and share new ideas, one farmer answered: 

- “So, farmer training - so um - for me - Like, Hensel Coop, where we buy seed, they’ll put 

on courses where you can go and sit down with a group of farmers at a table like this and 

talk about: what they had, how was their year last year, what are they gonna do this year, 

what do you use for spray, what do you use for fertilizer, what could we change. And 

they bring in different professionals for that. Just kind of sucking information out of 

people. And like I said, that crop day, Thompson’s over there, the big elevator, they’ll 

have a number of information sessions where they’ll feed you breakfast and they’ll talk 

about marketing and different things. So, that’s where I get my education at this point. 

Yeah - it is good” - Edward 

Another research participant, though a little more wary than previous interviewees, also 

articulated the fact that they rely on seed companies as a source of information: 

- “I would 100% talk to the seed person before I look for information on the Internet or 

anything like that. Because I think when it comes to the reliability of information this is 

the lowest of the low. Any person you can talk to directly, even though they have their 

own vested interest in selling you something, you have a lot better chance to get useful 

information from them.” – Mike & Mary 
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 Thus, interest groups play an essential role in convening farmers, bringing in educators, 

and creating a venue for farmers to engage in knowledge exchange. Aside from creating social 

spaces and convening educational events, these interest groups also do on-site farm visits, as 

mentioned by a third interviewee: 

- “Yeah. The seed salesmen that come around, the feed nutritionists – you are always 

picking their brains. Yeah. the seeds salesman keeps coming around asking “how’s the 

corn?”. Well, I still don’t have it planted, so… so he took the corn away and bought me 

shorter season varieties. And so, we didn’t get that planted, so he took that away and 

bought me another variety.” - Bill 

These on-farm visits act both as educational consultations for the farmers and they bring 

access to physical resources in the form of sales and exchanges. Knowledge is active only if it 

can be implemented, and so interest groups hold a particular position of power by providing 

access to information, community, and resources. As regards climate change, the quote above 

indicates that flexible access to a large variety of seeds (with different maturation times), allow 

the farmer to engage in agile adaptation without major risk.  

 The second major non-institutional formal educator that emerged from the data were 

farmer support organizations, such as associations and not-for-profit organizations. The farmers 

that mentioned being involved with these organizations were not only slightly involved – they 

attributed some of their most formative and important learning and teaching experiences to these 

organizations. These organizations afford the farmers learning and sharing opportunities that 

reach far beyond a limited course. They create essential social and educational communities. One 

of the organizations mentioned was the 4 H program: 
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- “Yeah. I did the whole 4 H program. I don’t know if you know about the 4 H program? 

When I was there I was 12 to 18. And you do projects. You go to meetings for so many 

months, or once every two weeks. Or in the summer there is a cow calf. There’s a beef 

club, there’s a dairy club. You know – crops, there was a hog club, a maple syrup club. 

Machinery, and so on. I think there were 30 or so 4 H programs that I had done. And that 

was, at that point, that was something that the ministry of agriculture supported. Now it is 

private” - Bill 

 His involvement with the 4H program allowed the farmer to learn concrete and practical 

farming skills from a young age. It also was a personally transformative experience for him, as 

the organization afforded him the opportunity to travel to foreign countries, meet international 

farmers, and tour their farms. In subsequent years, the farmer experimented with implementing 

some of the farming practices he observed in arid countries on his Ontario farm. He has also 

hosted other farmers touring through the 4H program, thereby sharing in a network of knowledge 

exchange across regions and countries.  

The Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association is a second organization that was 

mentioned as being a vital knowledge exchange platform for one of the research participants: 

- “The Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association is an organization I have a lot 

respect for. Having gone through - each county has a local club and - going provincially 

and going through the chairmanship of that organization has just left us connected with a 

lot of people. Once a year they have a summer directors’ meeting, which the first vice 

president hosts every year. It’s different places in Ontario. As past president we get 

invited and get to see parts of the province that normally you wouldn’t even know are - 
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well you knew they existed, but you’d never have entry into, or be privileged to see” – 

John & Jane 

 These non-institutional formal education platforms convene farmers and create social 

space to allow for engaged peer-to-peer learning and education. Sometimes the educational 

exchange is in the format of an expert speaker. One research participant noted that OMAFRA 

used to be heavily involved in creating non-institutional formal education opportunities for 

farmers: 

- “Well the types of workshops that are available now have shifted over the years too - 

This is a major shift. Once upon a time the government guys used to do things where they 

were production-oriented. Talk about how to get more milk from cows or whatever. Now 

the only thing that the government sponsors are how to get the grant to somehow or other 

get your wash water from doing bad things. You know what I mean? The orientation is 

not to produce food anymore; it's to make sure that everybody is on the right side of the 

environment stuff, which is quite a shift.” – Mike & Mary 

Where government education has receded other interest-groups have stepped in to create 

opportunities for learning and exchange. However, the farmers value above all the opportunity to 

tour other farming operations, to build community, and exchange ideas with other farmers. The 

topics and types of information available through non-institutional formal education are broad 

and varied. Consequently, they are an avenue for climate change adaptation knowledge 

exchange, as well as knowledge exchange about other on-farm challenges and opportunities.   

The research data shows that conventional farmers rely heavily on a strong network of 

informal knowledge exchange outside of the organizations and companies mentioned above. 

These informal education networks consist mostly of neighbours and expert labourers. Within 
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this category custom farmers are particularly important. A custom farmer is a farmer that is hired 

by other farmers to complete a specific farming operation. Usually this contracting is based on 

farm equipment. For example, if I am a farmer that would like to have corn seed planted with a 

no-till planter, but I have decided not to invest in a no-till planting machine, I would hire a 

custom farmer to do the work for me. One of the research participants interviewed has 

transitioned in a 67-year farming career into focusing primarily on doing custom work:  

- “And then as part of our custom work I’m told by our customers - what we bring to their 

farm as far as knowledge transfer - and we’re not bright people by any means - but it’s 

experience. I guess that’s more the knowledge and also the experience. Because we 

cover a broad range of different types of soil and different scenarios. When we’re 

working, when we’re filling the seed drill, the farmer is there and we are chatting. It’s 

just sort of a pleasantry conversation, but in the mean-time there could be questions: 

“what’s your experience been with this? How does that work?” When the drill is full and 

you’re ready to go and you go on your way and the farmer goes and does his thing. But 

in the mean-time that conversation has happened. There is an interest to ask the right 

questions and you know it’s like anything else - if a person wants to learn they are gonna 

ask the questions. As that process happens they are gonna meet other people and ask the 

same questions and if they get the same response over and over again then they’re gonna 

think “ok there’s something to this that I could adapt too”.” – John & Jane 

 Custom farmers play an essential role in the informal education exchange of conventional 

farmers, as they are faced with a large number and variety of farming scenarios. Custom farming 

comes with a significant investment in machinery, and consequently they are frequently 
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experienced long-term farmers. Custom farmers act informally as agricultural consultants and 

play a key role in implementing new farming practices.  

Following one conventional farmer along the learning theory model presented above 

(Figure 3) from the interview data: A cash crop farmer attends a BBQ hosted by the local grain 

elevator. There (s)he talks to fellow farmers about the growing season and the struggles (s)he is 

facing in being able to plant a field because its water-logged. Another farmer shares their story of 

having invested in tile drainage on a previously water-logged field, which is now one of the more 

productive fields. The farmer considers this story and talks to other farmers about tile drainage. 

If there are enough positive testimonials (s)he brings in an expert labourer to their farm for a 

consultation and a quote, and then decides whether it is worth the investment. A variation of this 

sort of learning was found to be extremely common amongst conventional farmers interviewed 

in this research study. Farmers are exposed to new ideas and practices through interest groups, 

corroborate the impact of new approaches through informal networks, and then decide whether it 

would be an appropriate course of action to follow on their farm.  

 The unconventional farmers interviewed for this research had significantly less access to 

non-institutional formal education. Consequently, unconventional farmers build their knowledge 

exchange opportunities within informal education networks. For these farmers, learning happens 

primarily on-farm, as a process of working on the farm. This group of farmers described 

themselves as being self-reliant, resourceful, and learning from a small number of individuals 

who are mentors, or through internships. The major difference between conventional and 

unconventional farmers in terms of knowledge exchange is that the unconventional farmers have 

fewer opportunities to engage in formal education, and their possible peers are spread further 

apart. If knowledge exchange is an outgrowth of social interaction with like-minded farmers 
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engaging in similar agricultural practices, the fact that unconventional farmers have fewer 

knowledge exchange opportunities makes sense given population density and the physical 

proximity of like-minded people.  

When asked whether they speak to their neighbours about the specifics of their 

agricultural practices, every conventional farmer interviewed said “yes”, and every 

unconventional farmer said “no”. For example, some quotes from unconventional farmers in 

response to the question of knowledge exchange with neighbours: 

- “Ahh - we are our own neighbours (laughs) - we farm a mile and a half that way, and a 

mile and a half that way - there is only one other big farm around here.” - James 

- “There’s lots of other farms and families that you converse with and you can talk things 

over with. But what we’re doing I find is so different that you can’t really compare apples 

to apples. Like right here [points to neighbour] is strictly a horse boarding farm, they 

bring in all their inputs. You see how it’s all eroded from over-grazing with too much 

rain on it? Over here [points to other neighbour] is one of those farms where they just let 

the cattle go and put bails of hay for them. And here across the road is part of a big dairy 

operation and they have 150 acres where they grow one crop per year - wheat, corn, 

soybeans in rotation and feed that to the dairy cow. So, you kind of see four types of little 

farms with not a whole lot in common. But they are experiencing the same weather and a 

lot of the same challenges, just different reasons - different operational methods.” - 

Michael 

In contrast, consider this quote, which represents a typical response from a conventional 

farmer to the same question: 
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- “So, I will go out and take my equipment and do some work for the neighbours. Right 

now, I’m supposed to be doing some bartering with the neighbor. Another guy wants me 

to plant 40 acres. On Monday – hopefully I will have time” - Bill 

 As a consequence of lack of physical proximity to like-minded agricultural practices 

unconventional farmers create and seek out opportunities of knowledge exchange outside of the 

physical geography. Mentors and friends are particularly important in shaping the educational 

environment for these farmers in terms of life-long learning, and consequently climate change 

adaptation. Internships, or work contracts on other unconventional farms, are a major part of how 

these farmers start their agricultural operation. This group of farmers is particularly inspired by a 

specific agricultural approach and use that approach to face new challenges as they arise. The 

principles on which these farmers build their farm inform all of their consequent on-farm 

experimentation and climate change adaptation. Examples of these principles encountered in the 

research data include principles of animal welfare and pro-environmental animal husbandry, 

limit-grazing and farming based on daily land-observation, ecological organic farming practices 

mimicking natural forest ecosystems, and biodynamic practices. These principles inform 

agricultural practices and shape the communities with which farmers exchange practical farming 

knowledge. Once these farms are established some of the unconventional farmers will choose to 

host interns to pass on their knowledge and to mentor a new generation of farmers in exchange 

for free (or almost free) labour.  

Aside from on-farm mentorships and internships a few of the unconventional farmers in 

my research also highlighted the importance of the farmers’ markets as a venue for informal 

networking and exchanging of ideas. The farmers’ markets create an opportunity for the farmers 

to speak to other (sometimes like-minded) farmers about challenges and opportunities.  
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Whilst conventional farmers have access to both core categories of the theory model 

(Figure 3), unconventional farmers rely more heavily on informal education and have limited 

access to non-institutional formal education. Exceptions to this trend exist in the form of 

certification bodies and conferences. One unconventional farmer who participated in this 

research operates an organically certified farm. According to that farmer, the re-certification 

process is an ongoing learning experience. Another unconventional farmer mentioned being a 

member of a farming association, the Ecological Farmers of Ontario, and attending conferences 

occasionally (when they are able to make time to travel to the conferences).   

 In following an unconventional farmer through the theory model presented, here is an 

example from the research data: A farmer knows that they are establishing their farm on a land 

that is particularly vulnerable to drought. They research how to create some drought resilience 

on-farm based on the agricultural principles of ecological agriculture. Through research and 

conversations with a long-term mentor they learn about earthworks projects. Earthworks project 

is a land-restructuring approach in which one re-shapes the contours of the land to create swales 

and capture water into a network of ponds and dams. Changing the contours creates more spaces 

for water accumulation and limits water-loss from run-off. The farmer brings in a contractor for a 

quote and they work together to build a design and system that the farmer decides to invest in. 

The farmer attributes having been able to survive the drought of the 2016 summer to having 

implemented this earthwork project. 

 The theory models presented in this qualitative research arose from the interview data of 

eight semi-structured interviews. The models represent a possible educational mechanism by 

which farmers exchange knowledge about climate change adaptation. Findings show that 

knowledge is closely linked with the ability to implement the ideas and information. 
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Consequently, farm workers and machines are particularly important in implementation of 

adaptation practices. The data shows that farmers are noticing changes in growing conditions 

over time and that they are adapting to these changes. Adaptation behavior is independent of 

attribution to climate change. This means that regardless of whether farmers believe that the 

weather they are experiencing can be attributed to anthropogenic climate change, or not, they are 

adapting to new extremes. Conventional and unconventional farmers follow different educational 

pathways in sharing adaptation information and strategies. Conventional farmers have access to 

broader networks of information, both formally and informally. Unconventional farmers rely 

heavily on foundational agricultural principles, as well as informal knowledge exchange 

channels, in adapting to extreme weather events.  
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Chapter 4 – Discussion 
 

Research Methods Discussion 
 

Limitations 
 

There are several limitations inherent in this research study. First, the population size of 

interviews is a limitation. Given the scope of this research it is not be possible to interview many 

people within each participant category. Consequently, the research findings will not be as 

generalizable as they would with a larger population sample. Second, this research study is small 

and deeply embedded in context. I studied a particular region within rural Ontario with unique 

strengths, challenges, and cultures. Once again, this impacts the generalizability of the research 

findings. Third, the fact that I, as the only researcher, am an outsider to the research participant 

community is another limitation of this study. The fact that I am not a farmer, speak with an 

accent, and am of a different age than most farmers had participants speaking to me differently 

than they would to an in-group researcher. Fourth, there are limitations in the research design, as 

I was not able to immerse myself in the education context of the farmers, as is ideal in some 

approaches to grounded theory research. For practical reasons the researcher had to rely on 

interviews and interviewee statements as the primary data source. The limitation that arises from 

this fact is the inability for the researcher to observe other variables that are present in farmer 

learning, that farmers may not have articulated in the interviews. Fifth, a possible limitation was 

the fact that the interview was conducted after two years of particularly extreme weather events. 

This may be a limitation, as it may skew the data and the thoughts of the farmers. On the other 

hand, it may be the new normal and be a strength in this research, as farmers were particularly 

cognisant of adaptation responses. Finally, I am a new researcher with limited experience 

conducting qualitative research. Resultant limitations of the study include potential oversights 
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and mistakes that a seasoned researcher would be able to avoid. Acknowledging these 

limitations, having designed the study to address limitations where possible, has allowed this 

research study to be rich and grounded in the reality of farmers in Peterborough, ON.  

 

Ethical considerations  
 

Research participants were protected from harm throughout this research. There was a rigorous 

process of informed consent that participants were required to participate in (see Appendix B). 

There were no deceptions or manipulations in the research, consequently the risk to the 

participants was very low. All identifying information of participants was changed and kept 

confidential, such that no participant will be publicly accountable for the content of their 

interviews. No research participant displayed any signs of stress or hesitation during the 

interviews and no research participants withdrew from the study at any point in the process 

 

 

Validity 
 

Throughout the design of this research study ensuring data validity has been a major 

consideration. Three mechanisms to increase research validity are in place: (i) member checks, 

(ii) triangulation, (iii) replicable methods (Creswell, 2015).  

 (i) One mechanism through which I have ensured that the data is valid is by conducting 

member checks. Throughout the interview process I engaged in active listening techniques. I told 

participants what I heard them say and asked them whether this was correct. This process of 

active listening was an opportunity for research participants to correct any errors of interpretation 

and to ensure no content is missed.  

 (ii) Triangulation is a further mechanism by which researchers can increase the validity 

of their data. In this research study researcher memos acted as a second data source from which I 
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was able corroborate emerging themes and trends from the interviews. Different data sources 

increase the avenues into understanding what research participants are communicating. In this 

study neither memos nor interview data stand on their own, but will complement each other as 

points for triangulation. 

 (iii) Replicable methods. The methods section of this research proposal is written such 

that other researchers would be able to replicate this study. Clear research methods increase data 

validity as it prevents the researcher from obfuscating research data or process, and consequently 

allows the research community to have more confidence the research results.  

 

Significance 
 

Audiences that may be interested in the results of this research study include government 

agencies that are tasked with supporting farmers, climate change researchers, farmer support 

organizations, farmers, and concerned citizens. The results of this study should paint a clear 

picture of what educational networks exist in Peterborough, ON for farming communities around 

climate change adaptation. Consequently, anyone that is interested in the long-term health of 

rural Ontario’s agriculture sector would be interested in this research study. The research shows 

that farmers are creating solutions and exchanging information ad-hoc. They are resourceful and 

creative in their solutions. Given the magnitude of the climate change crisis one might imagine 

that a coordinated educational support structure for farmers would be present, but it is not. I 

expect that this study might be a valuable contribution to farmer research, as it is unique in many 

ways. As illustrated in the literature review, there is not a lot of scholarly inquiry into education 

about climate change adaptation amongst farmers in Ontario. Research results could be used to 

enhance and support existing networks of knowledge exchange, or to build supports that are 
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found to be absent. Thus, the research could inspire more non-institutional formal education 

opportunities to be established for farmers with unique and unconventional agricultural practices. 

OMAFRA might consider the impact of having ceded the landscape of agricultural education to 

companies and interest groups. Access to unbiased information is an essential part of a good 

education. Are seed and chemical companies, that profit from the farmers decisions, the best 

educators? Given the succession crises that agriculture is facing in Ontario, it might we worth 

considering why the 4H program is a not-for-profit organization, rather than a part of the 

publicly funded school system. It is my hope that readers will take this research study as an 

inspiration to ask questions about the current state of agricultural climate change adaptation 

supports available for farmers.  

 

Research Findings Discussion 
 

Introduction 
 

Considering the research findings in larger context, this discussion section will address the 

implication of research results presented above. Because of the grounded theory research 

approach the results stand on their own to some degree. Consequently, I will try to limit my 

reflections in this section. I hope that the diversity of ideas, experiences and opinions presented 

in the results section will inspire the reader to consider the different lived realities of family 

farms in Ontario. Given the nature of the research the semi-structured interviews generated large 

amounts of rich reflection and consideration on the part of the research participants that are 

outside of the space constraints of this thesis. Particularly with regards to the details of 

innovative agricultural practices and creative adaptation responses, I had to make some 

unfortunate decisions about excluding rich data that arose from interviews because of space 

constraints and the focus of the thesis being on knowledge transfer. That being said, in this 
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section I will discuss research results in the context of academic literature presented in chapter 

one. I will focus this discussion on the topics of education, social networks, risk, and policy, in 

order to discuss a few of the research implications.  

 

Education 
 

As a society we invest a lot of hope in education, as it represents the possibility of bridging the 

gap between research and implementation, and by proxy it represents the aspiration for positive 

social transformation. The research results of this study illustrate in detail what rich fertile 

ground the educational networks of Peterborough’s farmers are in that regard. In the face of 

unprecedented weather extremes and challenges farmers experiment, shift, and adapt their 

agricultural practices to respond to new environmental stressors. The farmers engage in complex 

knowledge exchange networks to inform their adaptation. The support structures and knowledge 

exchange opportunities that are available for farmers are seen as essential by the farmers that 

access them. Consequently, there is ample opportunity, both formally and informally, to 

strengthen the educational resources available to farmers in light of the new challenges and 

opportunities climate change brings to Ontario. For example, the IPCC research presented in 

chapter one of this thesis show that Ontario’s growing season is getting longer. However, 

practically speaking, the growing season is only longer if farmers know to farm accordingly. The 

research data of this study shows that farmers are keen observers of their land and agile 

responders to stresses. Consequently, they are taking into consideration shifting seasons into 

their agricultural plans, as evidenced by the maple farmer presented above. At the same time, 

there is an opportunity for impartial non-institutional formal education to bridge the gap between 

observation and response. Farmers are busy enough that they don’t have the time to study 
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climate science publications and data. Furthermore, as illustrated by Kandlikar & Risbey (2000), 

because of the inherent complexity of on-farm decision making, it is a highly complex task to 

isolate the adaptation responses that are addressing climate change specific stresses. However, 

climate scientists, meteorologists, and agricultural scientists are in a crucial position of power in 

being able to support farmers to adapt to changes as they are being observed by science. The fact 

that this research data illustrates is that society has ceded this position of power to agricultural 

interest groups, such as seed companies, grain elevators, chemical companies, and machine 

manufacturers. There is a strong scientific and moral argument to be made for the necessity of 

reclaiming that educational discourse into the hands of science-based impartial educators.  

The research data also illustrates that, to some degree, farmers are taking on the role of 

educators as well as farmers, as evidenced by the crucial role that custom farmers play as farm 

consultants and implementers of agricultural practices. It also highlights the importance, and 

need for, agricultural experts that engage in on-farm informal education in light of a changing 

climate. There are educational “interventions” that have been implemented and researched in 

other parts of the world to support farmers adapting to new challenges because of climate 

change. Thus, Cliffe et al. (2016) demonstrates that “collaborative learning activities in the 

agriculture sector provide a robust model for improving the capacity of farmers to manage 

climate risk” (Cliffe et al, 2016). Consequently, there are a multitude of opportunities to build 

non-institutional formal education opportunities for farmers, whether they engage in 

conventional or unconventional agricultural practices. Furthermore, there are opportunities for 

on-farm informal education “interventions” to support farmers in facing the specific challenges 

of their land. As discussed in chapter one, there are strong precedents set by countries throughout 
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the world that demonstrate that government agricultural extension workers can have a large 

positive impact on farmers ability to implement adaptation.  

Above all, the data in this thesis illustrates that, in the absence of government support, 

farmers build their own educational support networks, whether formally through interest groups, 

or informally, through custom farmers, neighbours, friends, and mentors. As we move into a 

future that will contain more variable and extreme weather events, there is a strong argument to 

be made for providing more supports for farmers in adapting to new extremes, so that they 

continue to be able to grow the food that sustains us.   

 

Social Networks 

A thread that runs throughout the research results of this study, that has not yet been 

acknowledged, is that of social networks. The informal channels of knowledge exchange 

accessed by farmers, as well as the non-institutional formal education networks, are strongly 

governed and linked by social connection. Consequently, the data presented could also be 

interpreted through the lens of social network studies. As presented in the first chapter of this 

thesis, there is substantial research into how information flows through farmer networks in a 

variety of African countries. It has been found that, in informal education networks, some 

farmers have more social impact than others. Isaac et al (2007) found that in their study there 

were core and peripheral farmers that had disproportionate impact on the agricultural practices 

with in their networks (Isaac et al, 2007). Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo (1996) also found that 

social connectedness was an important factor in informal farmer knowledge systems in 

Zimbabwe. Interestingly their study shows that both a diversity of connections and a diversity of 

experiences were impactful in how influential the person was in the knowledge transfer 
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community. Consequently, migrant laborers were seen as essential key informants, as they 

brought to the community a diversity of perspectives (Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996). In 

some sense, this is also true for Ontario farmers. Customer farmers were found to have an 

unusual amount of impact on farmer decisions in this study because they are both very socially 

connected, and experienced. Consequently, fostering social connectedness amongst farmers, 

especially amongst unconventional farmers, in Ontario has the potential to positively impact the 

farmers opportunities for educational exchange.  

 

Risk 
Aside from the educational channels through which adaptation knowledge is exchanged, the 

question of who carries the risk of adaptation was a question that arose throughout the interview 

data. Some of the farmers interviewed for this research have crop insurance, others do not. 

Regardless of whether they had crop insurance, farmers described how they felt they carried all 

the risk of experimentation and adaptation on their farm with no external support. This was 

articulated particularly well by one farmer: 

- “When things are going well - it’s - yeah - there is way more confidence in taking risks 

and being experimental. When things start to feel a lot more stressful you just want to be 

conservative and do what’s safe. So, part of it is that we have been doing well for several 

years. And that we have been feeling confident. But yeah… as weather becomes more 

extreme and our seasons aren’t going smoothly I’m finding myself less creative and less 

competent to take those risks and to be experimental.” - Elizabeth 

 This pattern of risk aversion/ openness to risk and resilience has been documented 

academically. Whether farmers were risk mitigation oriented or production oriented greatly 

changed their approach to new information and their willingness to try new growing techniques 
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(Hebinck & Hanyani-Mlambo, 1996). Farmers have been found to have varying degrees of risk 

tolerance depending on their age, the type of food they grow, and whether they inherited the farm 

operation (Roe, 2015). The research data of this thesis, and other research shows that successful 

climate change adaptation is predicated on experimentation, which is inherently risky. 

Furthermore, risk aversion is something that can be overcome if there is a sense of financial 

stability. This knowledge has powerful implications for climate change adaptation into the 

future. What can be done to support Peterborough farmers to experiment and take risks on their 

farms, so that they can face the uncertainty of farming in the era of climate change with a sense 

of resilience and an experimental attitude?  For farmers, climate pressure manifests as a series of 

difficult decisions and, in my opinion, it is society’s responsibility to support farmers in facing 

these challenges with confidence, evidence-based information, and a financial safety net.  

 

Policy 
 

What are the implications of the research data in the policy landscape described in chapter one of 

this thesis? To refresh the readers memory, in 2016 the Ontario Government published a 

document titled Five Year Climate Change Action Plan 2016-2020 to address the provincial 

government’s response to climate change. As regards agriculture, three of the five priority areas 

identified by the report are particularly relevant to this research. These three areas are: 

- Research: “Increase our understanding of how agricultural and natural lands emit and 

store carbon” (OG, 2016, pg. 52). 

- Sequestration: “Maximize carbon storage from agriculture” (OG, 2016, pg. 52).   

- Protecting natural systems: “Understand and enhance carbon storage in natural systems” 

(OG, 2016, pg. 52) 
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The current research provides an insight into how the government might disseminate research 

findings about soil carbon storage and emission through the knowledge exchange networks of 

Ontario’s farmers. It illustrates where farmers turn for new information, how information 

exchange flows through the farming communities, and which farmers have access to what kinds 

of educational platforms.   

The research also provides some insights into the constraints and opportunities as regards 

implementing sequestration changes on-farm. In that regard the 2014 IPCC report makes a few 

compelling policy recommendations for lawmakers that would be applicable for Peterborough 

farmers: 

“Policies governing practices in agriculture, as well as forest conservation and management, 

need to account for the needs of both mitigation and adaptation (medium evidence, high 

agreement). Some mitigation options in the AFOLU sector (such as soil and forest carbon 

stocks) may be vulnerable to climate change. Economic incentives (e. g., special credit lines for 

low-carbon agriculture, sustainable agriculture and forestry practices, tradable credits, payment 

for ecosystem services) and regulatory approaches (e. g., enforcement of environmental law to 

protect forest carbon stocks by reducing deforestation, set-aside policies, air and water pollution 

control reducing nitrate load and N2O emissions) have been effective in different cases. 

Investments in research, development, and diffusion (e. g., increase of resource use-efficiency 

(fertilizers), livestock improvement, better forestry management practices) could result in 

synergies between adaptation and mitigation. Successful cases of deforestation reduction in 

different regions are found to combine different policies such as land planning, regulatory 

approaches and economic incentives (limited evidence, high agreement). [11.3.2, 11.10, 15.11]” 

(IPCC, 2014, pg. 88) 
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Particularly the pivotal role of economic incentives is relevant to Peterborough farmers. As 

one research participant articulated: 

- “But if it costs a penny more it’s not gonna happen. The environment takes a back seat to 

money every time. That’s just the way it is.” - Edward 

For government policy to be effective it needs to have a strong implementation plan. This 

research study highlights the fact that farmers respond to economic incentives. Consequently, if 

the Ontario Government puts a high degree of importance on Ontario’s agricultural lands as the 

sink into which carbon and other GHG emissions will be sequestered, as stated in the 2016 report 

(OG, 2016), setting up a system to make it economically viable for farmers to implement 

sequestration would be essential.  

Furthermore, the research at hand illustrates that farmers are adaptive, fast learners, and will 

quickly respond to stresses to the advantage of their farm. Consequently, the potential for fast 

and concrete implementation of climate change mitigation in Ontario is there. Farmers are an 

essential part of Ontario’s ability to mitigate the climactic impact of the transportation and 

manufacturing sectors of this province. This fact, in combination with the farmers’ confidence in 

their ability to adapt to changing growing conditions are two major sources of hope in the 

otherwise bleak reality that climate change presents. Consequently, what is lacking is clear and 

accessible information and data on specifically how to implement carbon sequestration18 and the 

political will to incentivise implementation. 

                                                 
18 This information is lacking from this research only, as soil scientists doubtlessly have robust 

evidence-based information on soil GHG sequestration. However, the knowledge is not readily 

available to farmers, as none of the research participants I interviewed had very concrete ideas 

about what farming practice is or is not sequestering GHG on their farm. This research study 

highlights the educational avenues through which scientists can disseminate scientific findings 

with farmers.  
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 The additional considerations highlighted in the discussion section illustrate the beauty of 

grounded theory research in that it generates rich data that can be relevant beyond the immediate 

research question at hand. Furthermore, the grounded theory research method used in this 

research generated a rich theoretical model by which one can gain some insight into the 

educational pathways by which farmers exchange information about climate change adaptation 

strategies. 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
 

Summary  
 

This qualitative research study presents a theory model of how farmers around Peterborough, 

Ontario exchange knowledge about climate change adaptation. The interview data of eight semi-

structured interviews was transcribed and coded according to the systematic design of grounded 

theory research. Interview participants were a diverse set of family farmers, half of which use 

conventional agricultural practices, and half of which are unconventional in their farming. The 

research data showed that farmers are observing unusual weather events, changes in growing 

seasons, and a shift in the winters. The data also shows that regardless of whether the farmers 

attribute this weather to anthropogenic climate change or not, all interview participants are 

adapting to extreme weather on farm. Adaptation practices range from transformational to 

surface adaptations, depending on how profound the impact of the change was on the farm. It 

was found that all farmers learn to adapt to extreme weather events primarily through 

experimentation. The knowledge exchange networks to share the results of this experimentation 

vary between conventional and unconventional farmers. Conventional farmers rely both on non-

institutional formal education as well as informal education as pathways to education. 

Unconventional farmers have less access to non-institutional formal education and consequently 

rely more heavily on informal education opportunities.  

 

Discussion 
 

The grounded theory research study unearthed results from the data that I did not expect to see. I 

was struck by the strong sense of optimism and confidence in the future of the agricultural sector 

to adapt to climate change that was expressed by research participants. I was also not expecting 
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to see such a big difference in the educational networks of farmers based on their agricultural 

practices. Going into this research I thought I would find a uniform landscape of knowledge 

exchange channels. However, the diversity of agricultural approaches present in Ontario has 

created a diversity of social and educational networks. Finally, I was expecting to find some 

criticism in the role of the government in climate change adaptation. However, I was not 

expecting to find government to be entirely absent in the educational landscape, nor in the 

farmer’s implementation of adaptation experiments.  

 The conclusions drawn from research, reflected in the discussion section above, is that 

Ontario farmers are uniquely positioned to implement climate change adaptation and mitigation 

best practices. However, there exists an absence of financial incentives and political will to 

inspire a prompt shift in agricultural practices. Furthermore, there are active and wide-spread 

knowledge exchange systems that farmers currently tap into to stay informed as they implement 

adaptation experiments on their farm, and to share the outcomes of these experiments. However, 

there is an absence of evidence-based non-partisan educational supports for farmers. 

Consequently, there is opportunity for scientists and researchers to engage farming communities 

to build non-institutional formal education opportunities outside of interest groups.  

 The contribution that this research study makes to the larger field of agricultural climate 

change adaptation is that it maps the educational process by which farmers engage in climate 

change adaptation. The theoretical model of this research can be used to better understand how 

farmers share information, and to gain insight into which farmers have access to what 

information. Furthermore, the research presents several concrete mechanisms by which farmer 

adaptation can be supported, enhanced, and guided towards evidence-based agricultural 

adaptation and mitigation practices.  
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Recommendations for future research  
 

This research study has generated as many future research questions for me, as it has provided 

insights. In the course of the semi-structured interviews many interesting and potentially rich 

avenues of research were touched upon. In terms of knowledge transfer: It would be interesting 

to explore how the educational networks that farmers access impact their sense of well-being and 

mental health. Another avenue for research would be to study how the non-institutional formal 

education opportunities presented by interest groups shapes farmer choices long term. Do these 

educational forums lead farmers to more climate responsive agriculture? Do the interest groups 

profit from these educational forums? If so, how? Furthermore, engaging in a social network 

analysis of farmer education could shed light onto who key information transmitters are and how 

they access information. Presumably this research would generate similar results to the present 

study, though presented through a different lens.  

 In terms of climate change adaptation research: It would be interesting to catalogue what 

farmers are doing to adapt at present and how these adaptation activities impact the environment. 

Another layer would be to evaluate the adaptation practices scientifically in terms of their 

economic and environmental impact. There were so many amazingly creative adaptations 

presented by farmers in the course of this research study there is enough material for a second 

study in the interview data, looking only at on-farm stresses farmers experience and what 

farmers do to adapt.  

Finally, this research study provides rich ground for future pilot projects in farmer support 

around climate change adaptation. One particularly interesting study would be to send 

agricultural climate change experts to farms, as extension workers, and to study the long-term 
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impact of consultations. It would also be interesting to study farmers’ beliefs about climate 

change and adaptation strategies and how these relate to scientific findings. Another interesting 

experimental research study that could arise from the present study, is to pilot specific 

incentivised adaptation strategies and to study the uptake of the initiative, as well as their 

environmental impact. How farmers navigate the new reality of a changing climate contains 

fertile ground for future research.  

On a more basic level, it would be interesting to replicate the present study in different parts 

of Ontario, to see whether farmers experience comparable knowledge exchange networks. It 

would also be interesting to replicate this study after two years of average weather events, for 

insight into how the extreme weather events preceding this research study may have influenced 

answers. Finally, it would be interesting to see how farmers in different countries around the 

world are adapting to climate change and how they are engaging in knowledge transfer.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A - Data sources 
 

Table 2 – Data Sources 

What Who From When How Why this way 

Interviews  

Semi-structured 

interviews 

captured 

through audio 

recording and 

transcribed and 

coded by the 

researcher 

Farmers Summer 

(July – 

October) 

2017 

The researcher 

engaged the 

farmer in an 

interview based 

on pre-

determined 

research 

questions 

To encourage farmers to 

share as much information as 

possible about the subject of 

inquiry. Semi-structured 

interviews are designed for a 

balance between structure 

and maximum freedom for 

participant expression. 

Interviews were scheduled 

during the summer because, 

though it is the busiest time 

for farmers, it is also the best 

time to tour farms, and to 

speak with farmers as they 

are in the midst of the 

growing season (rather than 

retrospectively) 

Memos 

Observations, 

notes, thoughts, 

and 

considerations 

noted 

throughout data 

gathering by 

researcher 

Researcher During 

interviews 

and coding 

(July – 

December 

2017) 

The researcher 

engaged in 

memoing by 

noting relevant 

observations, 

information 

that was 

implied by the 

interviewees, 

and the 

implications, 

relationships 

between and 

consequences 

of interview 

contents 

  

To engage with non-verbal 

interview contents as well as 

to keep track of 

considerations arising from 

interview materials. 

Memoing was done to create 

a second data source for the 

purposes of triangulation. 

The memos were recorded 

on notepads and digitally. 

Memos were not coded like 

the interview data was. 

Memos were referred to 

throughout the writing 

process to corroborate or 

disprove arising trends in the 

data 
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Appendix B - Interview protocol 
 

The interviewer began the interview with an informed consent process. The process 

began with the interviewer introducing themselves and providing contact information for both 

the researcher and their research advisor. Interview participants were informed of the content and 

purpose of the interview. They were informed of the fact that they can end the interview at any 

point if they would like. Participants were also informed of the fact that all identifying 

information is confidential. The researcher described the mechanisms by which the participant’s 

privacy is protected. During this conversation, the interviewer requested permission to record the 

interview. The researcher also request permission to draw a map of the farm and interview 

contents & asked whether the participant is comfortable providing a tour of the farm. Only once 

all permissions were granted did the interview begin.  
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Appendix C - Interview questions 
 

1. How long have you been farming & how did you get into farming?  

2. Who taught you when you first started farming? 

3. What crops do you grow?  

4. Have you always grown these crops, or have you made changes to your crops? If so, 

why? 

5. Can you show me where these crops are grown? 

6. Have you noticed any changes in growing conditions over time? 

7. Have you changed any of your farming practise as a consequence of these changes? Why/ 

Why not? 

8. Do you think these changes are attributable to climate change? Why/ Why not? 

9. Do you speak to other farmers about your farming practices? If so, who? What do you 

talk about? 

10. Do you participate in ongoing professional development / farmer training? If so, who 

offers these? If not, why not? 

11. Do you feel like there is a community of support that you draw on when you encounter 

challenges? Who are these people? What sort of support do they offer?  

12. Do other farmers ever come to you for advice and support?  

13. Do you think climate change will influence your farming in the future?  
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Appendix D – Codes and Indicators 
 

Table 3 - Data Codes and Indicators 

Category Code Indicators 

Knowledge 

Exchange 

Learning from Family Heritage, I was raised on this farm, farming 

family, succession, same breed or crops as 

parents 

 Formal Education Agricultural college, university 

 Learning through 

experience / 

experimentation 

I just know, dirt is in your blood, farming is a 

gift like musical ability, some things can’t be 

taught, learning the particularities of your 

farm and the animals, 

local knowledge, understanding physical / 

scientific principles of agriculture help you be 

creative / experiment on your farm, hearing 

success stories through the internet, pressure 

leads to creative risk taking / circumstances 

force experimentation/ experimentation is 

necessary for survival 

observing old technology (tile drainage), trial 

and error, big changes happen in small steps, 

you’re in tune with them” – looking after 

animals every day, experimentation comes 

from boredom / desire for new challenges 

 Non-institutional 

formal education 

Apprenticeship, Internship (CRAFT 

program), Host interns / tours, Networking 

through formal organizations (eg. NFU), 

Meetings, Farm shows, courses, conferences 

& agricultural fairs, organizations, 

associations (Plowman’s Association, Soil 

and Crop Association, Ecological Farmers of 

Ontario, Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement 

Association), Unions (National Farmers 

Union), 4 H program, certification, protocols, 

 Informal education Travel & work, Casual work / casual labour, 

Farmers market, Magazines (The Ontario 

Farmer, Grain Farmer Magazine), Mentors / 

mentorship, Internet research & forums 

 Learning from friends 

and neighbours 

we are our own neighbours, neighbours, 

friends, networking 

 Learning from 

interest groups 

Custom farming, Contractor, Seed company / 

seed salesmen (Hensel Coop, Seeds of 

Diversity), Machine manufacturer, Chemical 
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Companies (Northumberland grain), Grain 

elevators (Thomson’s), Milk truck driver 

 Educating the public / 

customers 

CSA members, Marketing, Public, 

Misinformed, Fraud 

Adaptation Pressures Economic pressure (marketing, market orders, 

debt, low income, market, pay), Pests (Mad 

cow / BSE, Asian long-horn attacking maples, 

raspberry bug, new pests, corn cut worm), 

Environmental pressure (wet, rot, drought, 

storm, frost, heat, Temperature), Stress / 

pressure, Aquifer, Winter, Soil (compaction, 

erosion, nutrient depletion, over grazing), 

Window of opportunity, Farming is a 

lifestyle, not a profession (economically 

speaking), Rented vs owned land, Bees dying, 

yield quantity & quality, help (skilled / 

resourceful / strong/ affordable labour), time 

(to leave the farm to attend conferences), give 

up 

 

 Adaptation We use everything ourselves (growing for 

feed), Economic independence (controlling 

where / how / for what price you sell, CSA), 

Economic interdependence (hay swap shop, 

buying cattle from drought areas), Diversity 

(of crops, land location, land type, markets), 

Shelter (mobile shelters for animals), No till, 

Tile drainage, Stale bedding (think if this is an 

adaptation, or just a regular practice), Cover 

cropping (think if this is an adaptation, or just 

a regular practice), Earthworks project (dam 

& swale, farming on contour), Dredging dams 

& digging deeper wells, Irrigation 

(instillation, switching from sprinkler to drip 

tape), experimentation, risk, greenhouses, 

mulch (plastic), scale – changing the scale of 

the growing operation, window of 

opportunity, flexibility (change plans, change 

planting plans, pivot, not be rigid, change, 

positive attitude), weather forecast, plant 

different crops (crops with less heat unit 

requirement, more sorghum – drought 

tolerant), harvest format (bales vs silage 

depending on which machines can get on the 

land), root cellar, reduce inputs (intensive 

rotational grazing), land contours (move away 
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from pre-set plan and follow land contours for 

grazing in wet years, so as not to destroy the 

soil), restoring the soil (healthy soil is seen as 

a protection of extremes – retain moisture in 

drought etc), limit grazing, change crops 

grown and livestock raised, precision, 

watering, seeds, adapt 

 Climate change 

 

Winter, Change, Man-made, Extreme, 

Growing season, Pests, Carbon (sequestration 

/ credits), Tilling / no-till farming, Restorative 

agriculture, Chaotic, Fossil fuels, Frost, “No 

perfect year”, resilience / powerlessness 

 Changes to 

agricultural practices 

(general) 

new crops (sorghum, lupin, flax, specialty 

wheat and beans, mustard seed, hemp, 

biofuel, switchgrass), different hours, special 

breeds, efficiency, labour, market / wholesale 

/ direct to consumer / grocery stores 

new / better equipment (tractor, yield monitor, 

drone, irrigation), season extension 

(greenhouses), new processes (bailing corn 

silage, grid sampling, no-till planting), past 

generation farming practices & experiences 

(now less remunerative, now less erosion, less 

rock picking, less tilling, more precision 

technology, less fencing, from mixed farming 

to specialization), tile drainage, custom 

farming, alternative use of farmland (special 

events) 

 Risk Crop insurance, Risk, Equipment investment, 

Equipment breakdown/ maintenance 

 Water Water, Drought, Flood, Irrigation, Water 

extraction, Wells, Ponds, Streams, Rivers, 

Rain, Evaporation, aquifer 

Farming Profession Future of Farming Trends (increased cost, specialization of farm 

labour & tools), Succession (children & lack 

thereof), Finances (“you can’t make a living 

farming”), Weather, Political uncertainty, 

Regulation & Labeling, Government support, 

Aspirational improvements (more tile 

drainage, “stay up to date with technology”), 

retirement 

 Importance of 

farming 

Food as human right, everyone has to eat – 

not farming is not an option 

 Farming practices Crops, Agriculture practices, Marketing, 

Animals, CSA, Maple / sugar bush, Machines 

(seed drills), Custom work 
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 Certification Organic certification, Ethical treatment of 

animals certification, Organic, protocols 

Policy Role of Government Government, OMAFRA, Policy (greenbelt, 

neonics, trailers), Red tape, Funding, Taxes 

(carbon tax), Trade rules (non-tariff trade 

barriers), regulation 
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Appendix E – Literature search 
 

Table 4 - Literature search results 

Research Question: Knowledge exchange of agricultural adaptation strategies to climate change 

in Ontario.  

 

Database Database Title 

http://atrium.lib.uoguelph.ca/xmlui/ The Atrium – Guelph repository of graduate 

theses 

 

Search Terms # Results Title, Results (if relevant) 

Climate change and agriculture and 

education 

0  

Climate change and agriculture and 

knowledge exchange 

0  

Climate change and agriculture and 

decision 

2  

 

Database Database Title 

https://cgspace.cgiar.org/ CGSpace – A repository of Agricultural 

Research Outputs 

 

Search Terms # Results Title, Results (if relevant) 

Climate change and agriculture and 

education  

2,662  

Climate change and agriculture and 

education and Ontario 

0  

Climate change and agriculture and 

knowledge exchange and Ontario 

0  

 

Database Database Title 

Scholar.google.ca Google Scholar 

 

Search Terms # 

Results 

Title, Results (if relevant) 

Climate change and agriculture and 

education  

25,200  

Climate change and agriculture and 

education and Ontario 

16,900 “Agricultural Adaptation to Changing 

Environments: Lessons Learned from Farmers 

in Eastern Ontario, Canada” 

“Analysis of Power Relations among Actors 

and Institutions in the Process of Agricultural 

Adaptation to Climate Change and Variability 

from the Diffusion of Innovations Perspective”  
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“Critical research needs for successful food 

systems adaptation to climate change.” 

“Agricultural Adaptation to Changing 

Environments: Lessons Learned from Farmers 

in Eastern Ontario” 

 

Database Database Title 

ProQuest – All databases ProQuest 

 
Search Terms # Results Title, Results (if relevant) 

Climate change and agriculture and 

education  

1  

Climate change and agriculture and 

education and Ontario 

0  

Climate change and agriculture and 

knowledge exchange and Ontario 

0  

Climate change and agriculture and 

decision 

138  

Climate change and agriculture and 

decision and Ontario 

2  

 
Database Database Title 

www.fao.org/publications/en/ Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations 

 
Search Terms # Results Title, Results (if relevant) 

Climate change and agriculture and 

education  

157 “FAOs work on climate change” 

“FAO strategy on climate change” 

“Tracking Adaptation in Agricultural Sectors. 

Climate Change Adaptation Indicators” 
Climate change and agriculture and 

education and Ontario 

0  

Climate change and agriculture and 

knowledge exchange  

0  

 
Database Database Title 

Web of Science Web of Science 

 
Search Terms # Results Title, Results (if relevant) 

Climate change and agriculture and 

education  

174 
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Climate change and agriculture and 

education and Ontario 

0 
 

Climate change and agriculture and 

knowledge exchange 

43 “Exploring the role of social capital in 

influencing knowledge flows and innovation 

in smallholder farming communities in the 

Caribbean” 

Climate change and agriculture and 

knowledge exchange Ontario 

0 
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